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MAKING COLLEGE AFFORDABLE AGAIN:
CAN WE ADDRESS THE CRISIS IN HIGHER
EDUCATION FINANCING?
A recent Los Angeles Times editorial portrayed the door to
higher education as "slamming shut, and nowhere more loudly
than in California." This article examines the national issues,
as well as those closer to home, and points out the cost of not
providing access to higher education.
By Sandra Sarr
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presents to you a day shared by
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Published four times per year by the Public Relations
Office, the Rock presents the people, events and issues
of the Whittier College community. The Rock provides
alumni and friends with fair and balanced coverage of
the traditions, visions and issues influencing the college.
Subject matter presented does not necessarily imply the
Rock's or the college's endorsement. The Rock welcomes comments from its readers. Address letters to
Rock Editor, Whittier College, 13406 E. Philadelphia
St., Whittier, California 90608-0634.
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AUBREY &
BONNIE BELL

OnCampus

WARDMAN

THE WARDMAN
FAMILY STORY
Wardman Hall, Wardman House, Wardman Street and Wardman
Library all bear the name of this influential family. But who were
the Wardmans—Aubrey and Bonnie Bell—and what is the story of their involvement with Whittier College?
In

WHITTIER INDEPENDENT COLLEGE IN CALIFORNIA, Charles

Cooper

relates that Aubrey Wardman "was an extraordinary man, self-made

"ALL OF

and self-educated. He was a Canadian farm-boy who grew up with the

BEEN FORTUNATE

US

WHO HAVE

U.S.-JAPAN
CONFERENCE

telephone industry. In 1903 he had superintended construction of the

A delegation from Whittier College led by

Whittier Home Telephone lines. At age 32 he controlled the company,

MERE BUILDING UP OF

became its owner, and a substantial community leader."

A LARGE FORTUNE...

OWE MORE

President James L. Ash Jr., including Board

of Trustees Chairman Rayburn S. Dezember

In 1923, Wardman joined the Whittier College Board of Trustees,

Wes Kewish and his wife, Buela; Whittier
College Vice President for Advancement
Joseph M. Zanetta, members

of the advance-

ment staff and faculty, students and representatives from the Whittier College Richard M.

SOCIETY

THERE'S A DUTY WE
OWE

'53; trustee Mrs. E. L. Shannon Jr.; trustee

TO

AT LARGE THAN THE

TO

SOCIETY IN

and shortly thereafter, he offered President Walter F. Dexter a gift of

GENERAL... TO HELP

$1 00,000 "to be used in any way the college sees fit." This was the

WORTHY INSTITU-

largest individual gift the college had yet received.

TIONS."
—AUBREY WARDMAN

Having decided to use the Wardman gift to initiate capital building
projects, the college broke ground on Wardman Hall, with Aubrey Wardman handling the plow and his

Nixon Young Republicans Club attended a
luncheon honoring former U.S. President and
Whittier College alumnus Richard M. Nixon
'34 at the Biltmore Hotel in April. Mr. Nixon
was the keynote speaker

of a two-day

national policy conference on (1.5.-Japan

wife, Bonnie Bell, driving the mules for the first furrow of grading. Costing just under $50,000, Wardman
Hall was completed in time for the fall term of 1924.
Twenty years later, in 1943, Mr. and Mrs. Wardman deeded their home to the college, with the stipulation
that they would live out their lives on the property. Less than a mile from the campus, the Wardman home is a
1925 Spanish Mediterranean-style mansion on a three-acre site that overlooks the valley to the sea.

relations titled "Fragile Friendship: United
States-Japan Relations and the Balance

of

According to Cooper. the Wardmans hoped "that this home, less than a mile from the campus, would serve

Power in Post-Cold War Asia," presented by

ideally as a home for future presidents of the college. But they did not 'preclude its use for other appropriate

The Richard M. Nixon Library and

purposes connected with the college."

Birthplace and The Japan America Society of
Southern California. in his presentation, the

For two more decades, the college benefitled from the Wardmans' generous gifts of wisdom, money and
energy. In 1960, at the age of 83, Aubrey Wardman attended the fall meeting of the college board to announce

former President urged Japan to transcend its
dispute with Russia over the Sakhalin islands
and to demonstrate global leadership by sup-

his final gift. Wardman offered an analysis of "the changing emphasis in higher education," and stressed that
"solid, down-to-earth learning" was more important than all other campus activities. To that end, he would

porting President Boris N. Yeltsin 's economic

donate $1,000,000 toward the college's development program, and it was

reforms. "Japan is an economic superpower,

agreed that the money would go toward the construction of a college library.

and it is going to and should play a greater

Although Wardman participated in the plans for the new building, he died before

role on the world stage," Nixon said.
the completion of the project.
The building, which cost $1,000,000, was financed by a $350,000 gift from

FAREWELL, CORNERSTONE
Donors at the associate level($150 per year) and
above may have noticed that they no longer receive
the Cornerstone newsletter, previously published six
times a year. Cornerstone,first printed in February,
1988, provided information about the students,
faculty and programs of the college, and invited
donors to campus events. With the addition of the
alumni calendar and other recent format changes
in the Rock,it is the hope of the public relations
staff that the college's constituents—donors,
alumni, parents, students and other friends of the
college—will find relevent news and event information in the Rock. So farewell, Cornerstone. As
always, we welcome your comments.

Mrs. Wardman and Mr. Wardman's bequest of $650,000. It had been Mr.
HAVING DECIDED TO USE THE WARDMAN GIFT

Wardman's desire that the library be named for Bonnie Bell, his wife of 50

TO INITIATE CAPITAL BUILDING PROJECTS, THE
COLLEGE BROKE GROUND ON WARDMAN HALL,
WITH AUBREY WARDMAN HANDLING THE PLOW
AND HIS WIFE, BONNIE BELL, DRIVING THE
MULES FOR THE FIRST FURROW OF GRADING.

years, and she was honored at the outdoor ceremony that celebrated the
opening of the building in 1964.
Upon her death in 1966, Mrs. Wardman bequeathed additional stocks and

interests valued at more than $1,000,000 toward the development of the college endowment fund. In 1966,
the City of Whittier renamed the original College Street, which for so long had led through the old town up to
the campus, and called it "Wardman Street" in honor of this family, whose services and gifts to Whittier
College spanned more than 40 years and totalled some $2 million.
from Whittier Independent College in California, by Charles Cooper '27

Beginning a comfortable

"Peace Bash" Benefits Red Cross

ENTER THE HELIX

Promoting polyester, bell bottoms and peace, the

Art Historian, Philosopher to Succeed Geologist
as Co-Faculty Masters at Johnson House

repartee that continued
throughout the interview,
Radisich interjected with
humor, "I keep trying to con-

women's societies at Whittier College held an early-

vince him that men and women
By Nina Santo

in the 18th century also had

'70s-themed charity peace bash in the ballroom 01 the
President James L. Ash Jr. has

May, Radisich articulated, "We

appointed Professor of

see it as two tracks, but two

Philosophy Michael Praetorius

tracks that are complementary,

and Associate Professor of Art

that weave in and out, kind of

History Paula Radisich to suc-

like a helix." One might simi-

ceed Professor of Geology

larly describe the relationship

William Wadsworth as co-faculty

that connects the lives of these

masters in residence at Johnson

independent, thoughtful schol-

House, located at the east end

ars.

of the Johnson Residence Hall.

Rio Hondo chapter 01 the American Red Cross in
Uptown Whittier. More than 150 students attended the
bash, which raised more than $400 for the local Red
Cross chapter. From left are: tin Moore, Ionian Society;

Radisich is a specialist in
French 18th century art. She

Geology Department full time,

explained, "Many people study

after serving three years in the

the past in order to understand

Faculty Masters Program.

the present, but most people
don't view art as a tool for his-

Whittier joined a handful of
prestigious institutions—Oxford

torical understanding that way. I
am very much a historian of art,

and Cambridge in England and

in fact I'm a Marxist historian of

Harvard and Yale in the

art. I think art is a cultural pro-

U.S.—that integrate living and

duction of society.

learning in a unique residential

"Currently, my particular

system. Whittier's three faculty

focus is the 1780s, which was

master homes range from

the decade preceding the

3,200 to 3,500 square feet,
and include spacious downstairs

French Revolution. It's a rather

Maria Sanchez, Athenian Society; Katie Peters,

living and dining areas for cam-

but it's a question that has large

pus entertaining, as well as private upstairs accommodations

ramifications. This is the early

Melissa Leuenberger, Rhonda Ross, Karyl Radford,
Sunny Lee, Palmer Society; and Tami Hackett.

for the masters and their fami-

lization, when so many values

lies. Professor of History

that we now take for granted

Richard Archer and Professor

began to be formulated. The

of Religious Studies Joseph

notions that we have about

Price are faculty masters in

art—the role of art and the

Waiiberg House and Stauffer

state, the role of the individual

House, respectively.

to art, artists' relationships to
art, the Public, big "P," which is

Dina Van Klavern, Metaphonian Society; and Genevieve
Haines, Thalian Society. Back row: Nicole Weaver,

HISPANIC
GRADUATES
RECEPTION
Yvonne Torres '93

specific art historical project,

modern period of Western civi-

and Praetorius and Radisich

also a construction—all of those

Espinosa '93

moving in, is the college getting
"two for the price of one" in

kinds of things begin to be
debated and addressed right at

Johnson House? Not exactly.

the period that I'm studying."
Praetorius is a philosopher

recognition at a

Praetorius and Radisich are

May reception honoring 43 Hispanic stu-

married to each other, but each
has received a separate appoint-

related, "My interest is virtue

ment as co-master. Rather than

ethics, which is the kind of
ethics that interested the ancient

the celebration, where Torres was hon-

the two sharing one faculty master position, Praetorius and

ored with the Alianza de los Amigos

Radisich will offer two parallel

worry about what is the right

programs originating in one

action. The primary question

very busy master's residence. In

for virtue ethics is 'What is the

a joint interview on campus in

good life?"

dents of the class of 1993. Parents,faculty, alumni and fellow students attended

Leadership Award and Espinosa received
the Alianza de los Amigos Service Award.

don't know what I'm going to call
it yet, either 'the good life' or
'what does it take to live the good
life?' but that will be my theme in
the house for the first year."
the campus and my own interests, I have decided to emphasize feminism and women's studies for the whole three years,"
Radisich said of her program.
And she takes seriously her particular mission as the first
woman faculty master. "I think
it's essential to this campus that
more women's voices get a
chance to be on stage," she
said, adding, "By the way, I find
that term [master] very problematic. The feminine of master
is mistress, and that tells the
whole story of the role of
women in Western culture."
Praetorius interjected,
"The fact that there doesn't
seem to be a right name for a
woman faculty master is a reason itself for Paula to spend
her three years looking at
women." Radisich nodded in
agreement, observing again that
their two program tracks may

and Yvette

earned special

2

With Wadsworth moving on

Smiling at Radisich's comment, Praetorius continued, "I

"In terms of the needs of

Wadsworth will return to the

In the spring of 1991,

solutions to this question."

whose specialty is ethics. He

Greeks. Many modern ethicists

regularly merge: "I maintain
that women have always known
what a good life is, although
maybe they haven't articulated
it in philosophical tracts. Those
kinds of things will bring our
programs together."
As to how the two envision
themselves in their new roles,
Praetorius said, "My notion is to
bring our lives as we live them
at home right now into that
house, invite students into our
lives, and talk about things that
are interesting to talk about."

Trustees Elected

I think the faculty
masters program is
based on the idea
that your professors
do have values, they
have political beliefs,
and they have
certain ideas about
ethics."
Radisich responded, "You
made me think about
Baudelaire. We're reading
Baudelaire in the 19th century
art class. He was thinking about
the definition of a great
artist—he had Delacroix in
mind—and he came up with a
concept called naivete. Naivete
is based on technique—the ability to paint well—but with this
other quality of temperament,
of who you are. I think we do
sort of see this [the faculty master's program] as an invitation
to share what we are what our
values are, our likes and dislikes—with students.
"I buy into this whole package, that our role isn't just 9 to
5, so long, this is a job, here is a
fact, now I'm going home to live
my real life. What we're saying
to students [with the master's

program] is that this whole thing
is our real life," she concluded.
Praetorius elaborated,
"When I was a college freshman, I lived in a freshman
dorm. Each floor housed about
30 freshmen, and it was
designed so that at the end of
the hail was the room of the
junior sponsor. When his door
was open, I could look right in,
and I was so impressed, because
I would see him at his desk,
studying all the time. That's sort
of what the masters do. They're
working and thinking about
ideas—all the time."
Radisich concluded, "I
think the faculty masters prograin is based on the idea that
your professors do have values,
they have political beliefs, and
they have certain ideas about
ethics. We will express those,
and let students see what they
are. We're not saying students.
have to share them."
Two faculty masters in one
masters residence is a continuation of the masters experiment.
How the two tracks will work
together, and how students will
respond, remain to be seen. But
one thing is abundantly clear.
All visitors to Johnson House—
female and male—will be
embarking on a quest for the
good life.

Ernie Z. Park and J. Stanley Sanders
'63 have been elected to the Whittier
College Board of Trustees.
Ernie Park, a partner with
Bewley, Lassleben and Miller, a
Whittier law firm, is a founding member of Friends of the Broadoaks
School at Whittier College. He has
served as a law volunteer pro-tern
judge in the Los Angeles Municipal
Court. From 1980-85, Park was an
adjunct professor of law at Western
State University College of Law. From
1978-81, he was an associate at
Bewley, Lassleben and Miller.
Park is a former vice chair of the
Los Angeles County Bar Association
Client Relations Committee. His professional memberships include:
California Bar Association, American
Bar Association, Whittier Bar
Association, American Association of
Trial Lawyers, and National
Association of College and University
Attorneys.
Park graduated with a B.A. in
philosophy from California State
University, Long Beach in 1974, and
he received a J.D. from Loyola
University School of Law in 1978.
J. Stanley Sanders, a Rhodes
Scholar, is a senior partner with
Sanders and Dickerson. Sanders, a
recent Los Angeles mayoral candidate,
re-joins the Whittier College board
after having served from 1974-90.
Sanders was an associate with
Wyman, Bautzer, Finell, Rothman
and Kuchel in Beverly Hills from
1969-71. From 1969-70, he was
executive director for the Lawyers
Committee for Civil Rights Under
Law in Los Angeles. From 1968-69,
he was an attorney with the Western
Center on Law and Poverty.
Sanders is a trustee of the Sierra
Club Legal Defense Fund, a member
of the board of directors of the NCAA
Foundation, vice chairman of the
South African Leadership Exchange
Program and president of the Los
Angeles City Recreation and Parks
Commission.

GOOD SAMARITAN
PASSES BAR
Law school graduate John Leslie '92 became an
instant hero, heralded in the national media as a
good samaritan. Leslie was taking the California
Bar Exam February 23 in Pasadena, when a student near him fell to the floor, due to an epileptic
seizure. Leslie, a former lifeguard, and Eunice
Morgan, registered nurse, immediately came to
the man's aid. During the seizure, his heart
stopped twice, and Leslie administered CPR.
Twenty minutes later, an ambulance arrived and
Leslie returned to his test. The California Bar is
recognized as one of the most difficult bar exams
in the nation. When Leslie and Morgan asked for

JOHN LESLIE WITH DEAN FITZRANOOLPH.

extra time to complete one section of the exam,
they "re denied by the proctors, and later by
the Bar administrators. The California Bar's
seemingly callous attitude toward Leslie and
Morgan, combined with reports that other test
takers chose to ignore the crisis, struck a nerve
with the public, and the national media began to
cover the story. Jay Leno, host of the Tonight
Show invited John Leslie onto the program where
Leno chided lawyers and the other test takers who
continued with the exam. "The attention is not
fair to [the other test takers], "Leslie said. "Many
others did not get up to help because they could
see he was being tended to. I'm confident that
most of them would have done what I did." In
May, the California State Bar reconsidered its
position and did not score the interrupted section
of the exam for the five applicants who were part
of the incident. On June 3, Leslie learned that he
and one other of the five concerned test-takers
had passed the Bar. Leslie, who earned his
undergraduate degree at Manhattan School of
Music, will pursue sports and entertainment law.
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"Francisco Hernandez in the
USA," at the Ometeca Institute
and the Universidad Autonoma
Metropolitana-Xochimiko
"Working Conference on the
Relationships between
Literature/Humanities and
Science" in Puebla, Mexico, in
June. Chabran was the outreach
organizer for the UCLA program
"Medical Classics" that included
"A Plague Upon Both Your
Houses: Syphilis in the Age of
Columbus," a lecture by Dr. Ann
Carmichael for the Whittier
College Faculty Masters Lecture
Series in May 1993.

Lozano Selected as
Whittier's First
Ethnomusicologist
fter a nationwide search and rigorous interview process, lecturer and

A

artist-in-residence Danilo Lozano has been selected to serve as Whinier's

first ethnomusicologist when he begins his work as assistant professor of

music in September. The college has created this position in order to "offer more
in world music and give students a global perspective on music," according to
Frances Nobert, chair of the Music Department. Lozano, a first-generation
Cuban-American who was born in New York and raised in East Los Angeles, said,
"Whittier is realizing the need to introduce music of non-Western cultures, as well
as American jazz and popular nutsic."
Lozano, who specializes in jazz, ethnic and classical music, plays the flute and
has made several recordings. He says, "My performance skills augment what I try
to do academically." Lozano will be starting a jazz ensemble, and he plans to start
work with other faculty on paired courses as part of the liberal Education
Program. He's working now with the Department of Foreign Languages and

Literatures on a pair combining intermediate Spanish with a course he will teach
on Latin American music. The pair will be called "Musical Language of Latin
America." Lozano is fluent in Spanish and English.
Lozano came to Whittier as an artist-in-residence in 1987 and began teaching
part-time at the college in 1989. In 1990-91, he was invoked with the
International Association of Jazz Appreciation (IAOJA), and helped start a program
for students in South Central his Angeles called "Jazz Goes To School." Lozano
asked some of the musicians who participated in this program to "go to college" as
well, and they performed a jazz concert at the college for students in his "History
ofJazz" class. Following that concert, Lozano began a collaboration with Faculty
Master and Professor of History Dick Archer to create the Wanberg House Jazz
Series, and collaborated with Production Coordinator David Palmer to establish
the Jazz At Whittier Series at the Shannon Center for the Performing Arts.
Lozano has performed as a soloist, orchestral and chamber musician, and he
has shared the stage and the recording studio with Aurele Nicole, John Mauceri,
Daniel Lewis, Abraham Chavez, James Newton and many other classical, jazz and
Latin musicians. His recording credits include "The Art of Danio Lozano,"
selected flute work, released on James Mars Productions; "The Music of Ed
Bland" on Cambria Records; and Qui West's new release, "Convergence," on QW
Productions.
Nobert says she is hopeful that Lozano 's fill time presence in the Music
Department in the role of ethnomusicologist will "give the Music Department more
visibility, and hopefully involve more students in music."
- Betsy Briggs '95 contributed to this story.
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CHARLES ADAMS, associate professor of English, director of the
Whittier Scholars program and
associate academic dean, presented a paper entitled "Myth
and Ritual in Professional
Wrestling" at the Popular
Culture Association/American
Culture Association Annual Joint
National Meeting in New Orleans
in April.
JAMES L. ASH JR., president, was
the keynote speaker at the
Board of Directors meeting of
the Independent Colleges of
Southern California in June. His
topic was "Marketing the Liberal
Arts in the '90s."
RAFAEL CHABRAN, associate professor of foreign languages, will
present"Jornadas Unamunianas"
at a conference at the
International Meetings of
Unamuno Specialists at the
Universidad de Salamanca in
Spain in September. Miguel de
Unamuno was a Spanish writer
(1864-1936). Chabran will participate in the National
Endowment for the Humanities
project "Teachers and Texts:
Themes in Comparative
Literature" at the Institute for
Secondary Education in June
and July. He presented

WENDY FURMAN, vice president
for academic affairs, dean of faculty and professor of English,
will use the 1993-94 academic
year to finish two book projects.
As the recipient of the Arnold L.
and Lois S. Graves Award, her
first project is Verbum
Incarnatu,n: Augustinian
Homiletics and English Nativity
Poetry—a study of Christmas

themes in preaching, art, and
poetry, from the early Middle
Ages into the 18th century. She
will spend the rest of the year
writing a critical biography of
Mary Groom—a 20th century
woman artist who illustrated
John Milton's Paradise Lost in
1937. In addition, Furman plans
to do additional work on a project on Carlotta Petrina—
another 20th century woman
artist who illustrated Paradise
Lost in 1937. Last May, Furman
visited Petrina at her home in
Brownsville, Texas. This past
March she attended an opening
of some of Patrina's recent
paintings at a gallery in New
York City. This spring, Furman's
book, Riven Unities: Authority
and Experience, Self and Other
in Milton Poetry, was published

as a special number of "Milton
Studies" by University of
Pittsburgh Press (Furman's coeditors were Christopher Grose
and William Shullenberger). The
volume contains ten essays dealing with current topics in Milton
studies, particularly issues of
gender and politics. Included is
Furman's essay, "Consider first,

Stephen
Goldberg

Sandra
Sarr

Kira
i!,(1Ui(IS

CHEMIST SCHAM BACH
RECEIVES NERHOOD TEACHING
EXCELLENCE AWARD
By Yuko Sakmiioto lhiyakawa

Dr. Robert A. Schambach, professor of chemistry
that Great/Or Bright infers not
Excellence': Mapping the
Feminine in Mary Groom's
Miltome Cosmos," which brings
gender studies together with the
visual arts. In May, Furman presented "Pleasing was his
shape/And lovely': Three Women
Artists' Re-Visions of Milton's
Burnishi Serpent" at the
Renaissance Conference of
Southern California's
Southwestern Regional
Conference. In June and July,
Furman will teach in a National
Endowment for the Humanitiessponsored seminar for high
school teachers, the
Shakespeare-Milton Summer
Institute at the University of
Arizona. Among other topics,
she will lecture on her specialty:
illustrators of Paradise Lost.
STEVEN J. GOLD, associate professor of sociology, received a
nomination for the Robert Park
Award of the Urban and
Community section of the
American Sociological
Association for his book Refugee
Communities. The book also
received positive reviews in
Social Forces and Contemporary
Sociology. Gold's article
"Continuity and Change among
Vietnamese Families in the
United States" was published in
Family Ethnicity: Strength in
Diversity (1993). Gold presented
"Vietnamese Adaptation in
California" at the Immigration
History Society meetings in
Anaheim in April.
STEPHEN GOLDBERG, Campbell
professor of biology, hosted the
34th Annual Meeting of the
Southern California
Herpetologists Society at
Whittier College in March.
PHILIP M. O'BRIEN, college
librarian, presented "Lawrence
Bibliography and Census of
1927'Seven Pillars of Wisdom"
at a weekend forwn on British
adventurer and writer Thomas
Edward Lawrence Forum at
Whittier College in May. O'Brien
coordinated the T.E. Lawrence
forum with Edwards H. Metcalf.

STEPHEN F. OVERTURF,
Ferguson professor of international economics, presented
"The Integration of Europe" to
the Petroleum Club of Los
Angeles. He presented "The
European Community as an
Optimum Currency Area" and
chaired "EMS and Maastricht:
The Road to EMU" at the
European Community Studies
Association meeting in
Washington, D.C., in May.
Overturf's "The Economics of
the Renewal Integration
Movement" is forthcoming in the
Annals of Political and Social
Science. The Douglas W.
Ferguson Chair in International
Economics is named in honor of
Douglas W. Ferguson, long-time
member of the Whittier College
Board of Trustees. The chair was
endowed at the time of his retirement as chief executive officer
of Quaker City Savings and
Loan. The endowed chair provides funds for support of a distinguished faculty member in the
field of international economics.
JOSEPH L. PRICE, professor of
religion, received a favorable
review in The Christian Century
for his book, A New Handbook
of Christian Theology.
SANDRA SARR, director of public
relations, received her second
B.A. in May—this one in sociology from Whittier College. Also,
in May, she was inducted into
Alpha Kappa Delta, the sociology national honor society. In
1993, Sarr received seven
national and two regional awards
for her work on the Rock and
student recruiting publications.
The award-granting organizations include the Council for
Advancement and Support of
Education, Admissions
Marketing Report and the
Publicity Club of Los Angeles.
She serves as a board member of
Habitat for Humanity of
Southeast Los Angeles County,
which begins its first construction project this summer. In
June, Sarr was honored for her
participation in Whittier High
School's Mentor Program.

ROBERT SCHAMBACH, professor
of chemistry, is the recipient of
the 1993 Harry W. Nerhood
Teaching Excellence Award (see
accompanying article).
Schambach received a medal at
the faculty meeting in April and
was honored at the spring academic convocation. In addition, his
name will be added to a plaque
hanging in the Faculty Reading
Room.
CHI dING TERESA SUN, visiting
assistant professor of Chinese,
will be a reviewer of scholarly literature on China for the new
journal China Review
International. China Review
International is a multidisciplinary reference journal with
reviews of recent research in
Chinese Studies worldwide.
CHERYL SWWr, visiting professor
of biology, has received a grant
for $24,784 from the National
Science Foundation to improve
plant biology instruction at
Whittier College.
KIM THOMAS, assistant professor
of economics, was awarded a
1993 Faculty Fellowship from
the John Randolph Haynes and
Dora Haynes Foundation for her
proposal entitled "The Agua
Caliente Indians: A Case Study
on the Role of Property Rights
in Economic Development."
Thomas will spend the summer
in Palm Springs investigating the
recent history of the Agua
Caliente, who are reputed to be
the wealthiest band of Native
Americans in the United States.
In March, Thomas delivered a
paper entitled "The Dynamics of
Public Goods Provision: The
Economic History of Bridges in
19th Century Tippecanoe
County," co-authored with Paul
A. Thomas of Douglas Aircraft
Corporation, at the meetings of
the Public Choice Society in New
Orleans.

and chair of the Whittier College Chemistry
Department, has received the 1993 Harry W.
Nerhood Teaching Excellence Award.
The Harry W. Nerhood Teaching Excellence
Award was established in 1986 in recognition of
Professor Emeritus of History Harry Nerhood, who
devoted more than 50 years of service to Whittier
College. The award is bestowed upon a Whittier
College professor at the annual spring convocation,
an awards ceremony that celebrates the scholarship
and service of individuals in the college community.
Each year, the Nerhood Award is presented to a
professor who has excelled in setting high standards
and in stimulating creative thought. Students and
faculty members nominate candidates for consideration, and the honoree is selected by a committee
comprised of the dean of faculty, the chair of the
faculty personnel committee and the chair of the
faculty.
Schambach came to Whittier in 1969 as assistant
professor of chemistry. He received tenure in 1973,
and from 1974-80, Schambach served as associate
professor of chemistry. In 1981, he was promoted
to professor of chemistry.
Schambach has also taught at University of
California at Los Angeles; California State
University at Fullerton; and Rio Hondo College.
From 1974-81, Schambach was an instructor of
the national MCAT review course, and he also
taught the national DAT review course. Schambach
is a member of the American Chemical Society,
Sigma Xi and the California Association of
Environmental and Safety Officers.
Schambach received a 1993 Irvine Foundation
grant for his project titled "The Development of
Active Learning in Organic Chemistry: The Second
Phase in Two Cooperative Learning Projects." In
1991, the Whittier College Women's Auxiliary recognized Schambach for his project titled "Expansion of
Microscale Organic Laboratory Course." That same
year, the John Stauffer Charitable Trust funded his
purchase of a Fourier transform infrared spectrometer and gas chromatographs.
Schambach received his B.S. with honors in
chemistry from Dickinson College in 1965. He
received his Ph.D. in organic chemistry from
University of Pittsburgh in 1969. From 1975-76,
he was a post-doctoral research associate at
Chalmers Tekniska Universitet in Goteborg, Sweden.
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William
Helmreich

EUROPE: INTEGRATION
OR DISINTEGRATION?

Center for Conflict Resolution

committee on the budget. He

and deputy chair of the Sociology

also heads the Danish parlia-

Department at City College. He

mentary delegation to the
Optimistic was the tone of
European economist and politi-

served as department chair for

General Assembly of the United

six years and has held visiting

Nations. He is the international
cian Erling Olsen, a Woodrow

posts at Yale University and

capital market adviser to
Wilson Visiting Fellow, when he
presented a lecture and discus-

Hebrew University. A former

Kreditforeningen Danmark, the

Woodrow Wilson Fellow,

association. Since 1989, Olsen

SURVIVING THE
HOLOCAUST

has been vice president of the

Holocaust survivors exemplify

in America(1992).

European movement in

the human will to survive,

Denmark; from 1965-66, he

according to William Helnireich,

was established by the Betty and

was a member of the Council of

professor of sociology and Judaic

Sheldon Feinberg and Family

studies at City University

Endowment to invite scholars to

Graduate Center and City

the college to present major

College of New York, who deliv-

is
public lectures on the broad his-

ered a public speech as part of

toric,
toric, religious and political

the Feinberg Lecture Series. "It

issues encompassed by Judaism

is not what happens to you in life

and its role in a changing world.

that matters, but how you handle

Sheldon Feinberg is a Whittier

it," Hehnreich said. He explained

College trustee.

leading Danish mortgage credit
sion on "Europe: Integration or
Disintegration" on campus in
February. Olsen emphasized the
importance of mutual understanding between the U.S. and
Europe as Europe undergoes

NO L

Holocaust survivors tend to

"America has a direct interest in

demonstrate several similar qual-

the future of Europe and

ities, including flexibility,

Europe has a direct interest in

assertiveness, tenacity, optimism,

the future of America."

intelligence, distancing ability,

A member of the Danish par-

group consciousness, knowledge

liament in Ryvangkredsen,

of survival, and courage.

Copenhagen, Olsen served as a

Helmreich is author of

member of the Danish govern-

Against All Odds: Holocaust

ment's Council of Economic
Advisers from 1954-59; as vice

Aa,ft

chancellor of the University of

Erling Olsen

Roskilde from 1970-73; and as
attaché to the Office du
Tourisme Universitaire in Paris.

sents a systematic analysis of the

Olsen's visit was made pos-

140,000 survivors who came to

Fund, which is coordinated by

the United States after the

the Woodrow Wilson National

Holocaust. It includes interviews

Fellowship Foundation. The

with individuals who later

Woodrow Wilson Visiting

became major public figures, as

Fellow program matches

well as interviews with others

experts in various fields with

who settled in small communi-

small liberal arts colleges for a

ties and blended with the stir-

week of classes, informal dis-

rounding social environment.

cussion with students and faculty and career counseling.
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trials and triumphs of the

sible by the German Marshall
was the minister of housing.

deputy chairman of Folketingets

(Simon and Schuster, 1992),

he has written. The book pre-

Public Transportation from

Since 1988, Olsen has been

Lives They Made in America,

the most recent of eight books

Metropolitan Area Council of

1973-78. From 1978-82, Olsen

Survivors and the Successful

Europe; and in 1950, he was
chairman of the Copenhagen

The Feinberg Lecture Series

that although Holocaust victims
were randomly selected,

dramatic changes, saying,

Hehnreich is listed in Who's Who

Hehnreich served as codirector of the City College

DISCUSSING DARWINISM
Whether or not male and
female behavior is a result of
biology or social environment
continues to be an issue of
intense debate, contended
Pulitzer Prize-winning historian
and Stanford Emeritus
Professor of History Carl
Degler. Degler delivered a campus lecture, "Darwinism in
American Social Thought," in
March. The topic was selected
from Degler's recent book, In
Search of Human Nature: The
Decline and Revival of
Danvinism in American Social
Thought, for which he was
awarded Phi Beta Kappa's
1991 Ralph Waldo Emerson
Prize. In his book, Degler
examines the changing views of
American anthropologists, biologists, psychologists and sociologists on the subject of nature
versus nurture.

RESTRUCTURING
Los ANGELES

issues of today's youth.

"1965 was a time of rising

Sanders politically, but I respect

expectations. There was hope,

him," commented Tony

not the despair I found in urban

Strickland '93. He has come

experienced actor, most recog-

cities in 1992," commented Los

through the academic ranks and

nized for his portrayals of police

Angeles mayoral candidate J.

I'm looking forward to hearing

Lt. Castillo in the drama series

Stanley Sanders '63, who spoke

what plans he has to boost the

"Miami Vice," and Jaime

on campus in March. In a pub-

inner-city economy and to

Escalante in the movie "Stand

lic address titled "Heroes and

improve race and community

and Deliver."

Bullies: Reinventing Our

relations," added Strickland.

"I may not agree with

to contribute his time and effort
to rebuild and clean the damaged neighborhoods.
In addition, Olmos is an

Most recently, Olmos has
gained recognition for writing,
directing and acting in the
movie "American Me," which
portrays gangs as a cancer that
need curing.

JAll AT WHITTIER
Composer and jazz flutist James
Newton performed the final
concert series in the 1992-93
Jazz at Whittier concert at the
Shannon Center for the
Performing Arts. Newton has
established his presence in the
jazz world with ten solo albums.
In the past five years, he has
written nearly a dozen compositions that have been performed
at the Dorothy Chandler
Pavilion of the Los Angeles
Music Center, the International
Jazz Festival in West Germany
and other prestigious venues.

RUSSIAN POLITICS

President James Ash and mayoral candidate Stan Sanders '63.
Schools, Taking Back Our

John Farkas '94, president

Streets," Sanders addressed

of the Democratic Club of

issues of education and citizen-

Whittier College stated, "The

ship, as well as strategies for a

city is in desperate need of lead-

comprehensive approach to

ership. Sanders seems uniquely

lifetime learning. Sanders vis-

qualified."

ited classes, met with students

Editor's note: In June, Richard Riordan
was elected mayor of Los Angeles.

and participated in questionand-answer sessions throughout

In a focus group convened

ACTOR AND SOCIAL
ACTIVIST SPEAKS

by the Public Relations Office,

Movie and television actor

Whittier College student leaders

Edward James Olmos delivered

voiced their concerns about the

a speech in April at the Graham

future of Los Angeles and issues

Activities Center. A native of

that they would like to see

East Los Angeles, Ohnos is

Sanders and other political lead-

among the most visible advo-

ers address. Issues ranged from

cates of the Latino community.

school choice and voter apathy

After last year's Los Angeles

to the lack of confidence in

riots, Olmos was one of the first

the day.

leadership. Students expressed a
general concern over the failure
of politicans to understand the

Down Beat magazine's

Georgiy Mirsky, Soviet expert

International

and professor at the Institute of

Critic Poll's top

International Relations at the

flutist for four

Ministry of Foreign Affairs,

consecutive

delivered a public address titled

years, Newton

"Perestroika and Its Impact on

draws upon the

the Soviet/Russian Role in World

inspiration of

Affairs" on campus in April.

jazz artists

Mirsky worked as a journal-

Theloiiious

ist for the weekly New Tunes.

Monk, Duke

He is the author of several

Ellington, Billy

books, including Asia and

Strayhorn and

Africa—Continents in

Wayne Shorter

Movement; Iraq: The Turbulent

to extend and

Period; The Military and

diversify the boundaries of jazz

Polities in Developing

and blues.

Countries; Class Structure in the

James Newton

Newton will write his first

Third World; and Military and

symphony with support from his

Society in the Third World. He

1992 Guggenheim Fellowship

has written extensively on inter-

Award in composition. He has

national relations and econom-

received two National

ics for journals in the former

Endowment for the Arts

Soviet Union and abroad.

Fellowships and currently serves

A self-taught linguist, Mirsky
speaks English, German, Italian,
Spanish, French, Polish and

as professor of music at
University of California, Irvine.
Latin Jazz artist Poncho

Arabic. He reads Czech and

Sanchez launched the Jazz At

Serbo-Croatian.

Whittier Series in September,

Mirsky's visit was made pos-

and his performance was fol-

sible by the German Marshall

lowed by the all-star Clayton-

Fund, which is coordinated by

Hamilton Jazz Orchestra.

the Woodrow Wilson National
Fellowship Foundation.
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LIZARRAGA SPEAKS AT
ALIANZA BANQUET
David C. lizarraga, a member of the Whinier
College Board of Trustees and chair of the board,
president and chief executive officer of The East
Los Angeles Community Union (TEIACU), was the
featured speaker at this year's 16th annual Alianza
de Los Amigos scholarship banquet hosted by the
Hispanic Students Association. Alianza de Los
Amigos, "the alliance offriends," was formed in
the early 1970s by Martin Ortiz, director of the
Whinier College Center of Mexican American
Affairs, and a group of Hispanic alumni. Alianza
de Los Amigos is a support group for Whinier
College Hispanic students. Lizarraga spoke on
"Reflections on a Five-Year Plan and the Isolation
of Society." What follow are highlights from
lizarraga 's speech.

their respective countries.
Large concentrations of Chinese, East
Indians, Cambodians, African Americans,
Samoans, and many more nationalities, began to
literally change the complexion of our society and
the fabric of our lives.
And still the gap continued to widen as the
best laid plans of our city leaders failed to encompass these changes. And so the impact of poverty
increased; our educational systems, already challenged, saw more and more of its students drop
out or slide through the system as illiterates.
Corporate America saw only new markets to
exploit while our political leaders failed to look
beyond their next election. And the citizenry
decided to govern by referendum, starting with
Prop. 13 and ending with term limits.
Los Angeles paid the price for this insensitivity and isolationism. It took death and destruction
like this city and country had never witnessed

m Fm
Here
TheView
hen I was invited initially by Martin
Ortiz to be this evening's keynote
speaker, I was asked to address the
College's Five-Year Plan and how
the Alianza fits into the plan.
After considerable thought, I decided to look
at the plan and consider how it fits into the context of the growing Latino student population of
this great liberal arts institution. This institution
fits into the context of the changing demographics
of our state and in particular, the changing demographics of the communities surrounding our
Whittier College.
Los Angeles is nearing the first anniversary of
the most violent demonstration of frustration
against a non-responsive system on the part of a
large segment of our population.
The Los Angeles riots of 1992 presented to
the world a clear view of the "Haves" and the
"Have Nots" society we have become. Greater
Los Angeles has become the most ethnically
diverse city, quite probably, in the history of
mankind, with more than 70 different languages
and dialects spoken. The city that began as a
quaint Mexican village now reflected the largest
concentrations of Mexicans, El Salvadoreans,
Guatemalans, Koreans and Japanese outside of

W
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before for it to wake up to the new reality.
By using the Los Angeles experience as a
backdrop, I now come to Whittier College and its
Five-Year Strategic Plan. From the plan I quote:
"Whittier College was founded in 1887 to anchor
the cultural and intellectual life of the new
Quaker town of Whittier, California.
"The strategic vision for Whittier College is
to move rapidly toward becoming a well recognized, national, selective liberal arts college with
a small number of graduate divisions that share in
its mission and its Quaker heritage."
The report continues with the following:
"Fundamental shifts in the economy and in
the social fabric of the United States have led
some analysts to the conclusion that the most
marked feature of life into the next decade will be
continued and accelerated change. Whittier
College believes it is uniquely positioned to prepare students for a world of change while using
change to its advantage.
"Again, in a world seemingly marked by discord among races, religions, the sexes, and other
groups, Whittier provides a community marked
by interpersonal respect.. .individual differences
are not just tolerated, but celebrated."
In support of this dialogue, the college has
also outlined four major goals: (1) Strengthen
undergraduate and law enrollment; (2) Increase

the endowment to $50 million; (3) Strengthen
academic programs; (4) Improve undergraduate
student life. As a trustee of Whittier College, I
look at these goals and see them as viable.
As a trustee, I also see that the profile for the
class of 1996 shows that the combined Asian,
African-American, Latino and American-Indian
student population reflects 39 percent of that student segment and of these, Latinos comprise 24
percent. Are these the seeds of isolationism? Is
there a lack of connection between this plan and
the realities of a changing student population and
the surrounding community?
My answer is a resounding "no." What I see is
a positive posture by this institution to go beyond
words and, indeed, take a pro-active stance. But
it becomes increasingly important, then, that
organizations like Alianza and individuals like
Martin Ortiz continue to bring to the attention of
the institution's leaders the needs of a growing
Latino population.
It is also important that our Latino students
not isolate themselves from all the opportunities
this-institution has to offer by limiting their experiences to our own culture and community. There
is much personal growth to be gained by developing a healthy and comfortable relationship with a
wide range of people and ideas. This is part of the
college experience and I challenge you to live it
to its fullest.
As tomorrow's leaders and role models, you
must take the initiative to ensure educational,
political and economic institutions make plans for
the future that are inclusive of all of their members. Promote yourselves by promoting your college. Promote increased Latino student numbers
by actively recruiting Latino students. Learn to
affect positive change from within.
Whittier College was founded on strong
Quaker principles and values that reflect respect
for the individual and for relationships, innovation, independence, community, consensus governance, and integrity. These are the ideals we as
Latinos also foster. Let us take these commonalities and work towards a common goal.
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POET

NINETEEN-THIRTIES
CLASs ABENTS:
Mrs. Mary Fae (Moffett) Pickering

PREPARING TO TEE
OFF AT THE 1195
CLUB'S ANNUAL
GOLF TOURNAMENT
HELD APRIL 26 AT
CAN OLE WOOD
COUNTRY CLUB ARE
CLUB MEMBERS
JOHN ARRAMBIDE
'35, NEWTON
ROBINSON '37,
MORRIE PADIA '42,
AND WILLIAM
PARKEY.

'32, Mrs. Dolores (Lautrup) Ball '33,
Mrs. Joanne (Brown) Belben '34, Mr.
Frank Ott '36, Drt Carlos A. Bailey

37. Mr. Burton Parminter '37, Mrs.
llurrictt (Cooper) Ebermayer '38, Mr.
0 asw' It i!son '38, Mrs. Rose (Frank)

Bishop '39.
CATIKIUNE (NANNEY) IUWIS '3$
has traveled to Australia. New
Zealand. China, Bali, Greece, the
Holy Land, Scandinavia, England.
Ireland and Tahiti. She and her

CLASS AGENTS - THE 30s (LEFT TO RIGHT) MRS. MARY FAE (MOFFETT) PICKERING
'32, MR. WAYNE WILSON '38. MRS. DOLORES (LAUTRUP) BALL '33, DR. CARLOS
BAILEY '37, MR. BURTON PARMINTER '38, AND MRS. ROSE (FRANK) BISHOP '39.

llusl)aflhl flOSStod Jfli5 between

ELUDAIETI (PAITSI) 1111(0 '35

their Whittier home and their condo

has ned in Indiana. Wyoming. New

had a paceniakir implanted and is

in Redondo Beach.

Mexico and Wshington eince leaving

doing just fine,

Ailili LINDENMEYER '38

California in 1942. She will soon be

MYNA (MAYBERRY) PRISON '36
has been an active member of the
American Cancer Society for 14 years.

CUFFURI METFI '35

moviug to Ohio. Although she retired
from teaching in 180, she manags to

was honored by the Century Club of

teach a few classes a week.

Long Beach for his many years of

She has also been a member of

service as teacher and coach at Wilson

Stanford University Hospital

MANY EVELYN (JIINSIN) IiVIsmi 135

High School. The Century Club

Auxiliary for 10 years. Myna and

writes that in 1936, she learned to love

endowed a scholarship fund in the

husband George celebrated their 55th

adventure and kids, and has since had

name of Clifford and wife Helen to

wedding anniversary.

many opportunities to experience the

assist Long Beach High School gradu-

joys of both. She reports that she is

Jill CiuWELL '85
recently moved to Pasadena from San

still a Broa(loaks-Pasadena educator
"at heart."

ating seniors make the transition to
ELVIN HUTCHISON 37. ANNABELL (RICHTER) HENDERSON 41 JULIA YORK)
HOCKETT 38 AND BILL HaCKETT 39 ENJOY THE BEACH BUNCH'S RECENT
GATHERING AT REUBENS IN DANA POINT

Diego. lie spends his leisure time
building ship models and playing the
guitar and organ. He is active in
playing bridge and senior citizen
activities. He vacations in Hawaii
every year for a month.

Micol (BESSH0) IMAI '3$
It-41 an aeti

I in the Sari Juan Islands in
ahington state for the last 12 years.
Last October, he mo',ed to Panorama
City, a retirement community. In

MADELINE (ADORN) PADDOCK '36

BARBARA (WILKINSON) WE5100PE '36

resides in Ohio and hopes to see the

has stayed close to home. husband

life since retiring
Southwest soon. She enjoys living close

Neal recovered from heart surgery.

to her two children. fie grandchildren

Concerns about a water shortage

and two great-grandchildren.

affecting the rice paddies on their

from her teai'hing position in the Los
Angeles City School District 15 years
ago. Her activities include attending
meetings and activities of the San

Jostrit P. CUSAND '36

Fernando Valley CRTA, Valley
University Women and Descanso
Bonsai Society. Michi also travels and
volunteers at an intermediate care
center.

1988, the St. Louis Community

—

college instiluilimis.

CHARLES Mootico '38
purchased a large home so that his
(laughter and family could live with
him.

PIlL ICIEIMAN '35
ranch prevented them from taking any

Jill EITT 131

recently returned from Russia with the
trips.
Friendship Force. He and his family

and wife Marjorie have lived at
Rancho Bernardo's Casa Retirement

LAUREITA (MILLER) WOOD '36

Home for five years and enjoy the

AND HUSBAND KEITH '34

climate, activities and friends. They

enjoy using at Sunset Beach. They

have five grandchildren.

write that their four grandsons are a

HUGH B. SPRINGER '36

proud of their accomplishnients.

stayed in Bishkek, Kirgistan and
Tashkent. They also enjoyed trips to
Issa Koul, Samerkand and the Parmir
mountains.

pleasure to them and that they are
College-District dedicated the Joseph

Ross JAcoBs '36

P. Conrad Center for Business and

retired front teaching and high school

Industry in his honor.

coaching near Sacramento and enjoys
the condo lifestyle. He will son'be a

ALIULAII'35
remarried after having been a
widower for five years. lIe and wife
Jackie celebrated their first ssedJing
anniversary in Tahiti.

VIRGINIA (PERKINS) HICK '36
is coordinator of Sonoma Count
Friends Outside, which provides
services to jail inmates and families.
She helped establish two communities
in Sonoma County and a local YMCA.
Virginia is active in Redwood Forest

resident of Lake Wildwood in Nevada
County. Ross is an active photogra-

is II

in \Iieo that has reached more than

and howling. He enjoys summer family

enjoyed trips Iii \rkaiisas and

70,000 disadvantaged poor in more

reunions with wife Betty's family. He

than 49 remote villages. He and wife

has two children and four grandchil-

Washington, D.C., where her oldest

dren.

son is a member of the American
Association for Higher Education. She

Men's Club and is also a senior in the

VELMA (NEELY) IOMPKINS '36

hopes to visit her AFS "son" and rela-

49ers Ski Club.

left the Montebello School District in

tives in Germany this summer.

built her home on Palboa Island,

She has been on four cruises to Alaska

enjoys church work, visiting the beach
and gardening. She has one son, Bob,
who also lives on the island.

children living in New York.

liii (PLANImE) JORDAN '31

Colorado. Hawaii and Northern

enjoys traveling, camping. church,
community work and spending time
with friends and relatives,

JULIA (YORK) HOCRETT '35

and two to Mexico. She belongs to a

and liiil isis Bill moved to Morning-

howling league and a women's club.

side Retirement Community in

where she has lived since 1982. She

Beth enjoyed their first vacation in
three years and visited their daughter
in Sudan.

Etoos (MILLS) PARIS '35

1973 and moved to San Bernardino.
retired from teaching in 1975. She

lunteer at an eye clinic

1111010 (PFEIFFEN) BROWN '35

pher and historian for Sirs Retired

IRENE (lITTLE) JUliuS '31

irii..iiii

is involved in volunteer work, travel

onto i to r',ide at Atherton Baptist
Homes in t,lliamhura.

ARRREY (NALEWAJA) SCHAOK '38
Fullerton. They enjoy their family,

liwAis WrnTNu'81

and Isiolaisil Bernic las' been
new friends and traveling.
married for 53 years. They enjoy gulf,

'worked 43 years for the Armed
Services YMCA in San Diego and

ABDITO (Low[) KANE '38

Washington before retiring in 1979. He

his' in Langlois, OR. She plays the

Friends Meeting. She has five adult

California. and six grandchildren.

HUGH P. NELSON '38

and wife Ruth traveled to Europe, the

organ at her church and is chairman of

Orient and Australia. They enjoy

a food bank that serves more than 50

dancirTg, tennis, playing bridge and

families each month. Ardith is presi-

volunteer work. Howard volunteers at

(lent of the local senior citizens club

the San Diego Historical Society.

and serves on the Langlois Library
Board.

bridge, gardening and traveling. They
were on hoard a clipper ship in April
and hope to travel to Wyoming. They,
spend time in their San Clemente
condo and have fun with their four
grandchildren.

FRANK WINN000C '38
enjos lasso hots Log at Palo Alto Lawn
Bowls Club, wine making, blacksmith
projects and gardening.

IHURSTON F. lYiuil'31

TUlSA T.(THOMPsoN) JERVEY '51

enjoys living in Port Townsend, WA,
with the pleasant people who surround
him.

MANY JEAN (kiuNlul) AERNI '39

J. RICHARD TITSWORTH '39
conti uiu' I it uk I ii' Creekside
Lodge. He and wife Dorrothea visited
their two sons in Pennsylvania, John
and Jay.

and her husband took an early retirement. She taught fourth grade in
Pulaski County for 33 years. She is
president of Radford Women's Club
and director of Clothing Bank, an
organization which provides free
clothing to the needy. Thora and her
husband have traveled to Turkey. the
Galapagos, England, Norway and

NINETEEN-FORTIES

Russia during the past year. They have
three children.

CLASS AGENTS:

NELLIE (HART) HOAR!'51

''ently moved to Santa Rosa.
FRANK BEAGLE '31
'iijis trasel, golf and attending
get-togethers with friends and family.
BOTH DALLAS '39

was ins oh elI with organizing the
Whittier College Women's Auxiliary
fashion show in March.
MARGARET (HATHAWAY) FilEs 11
reeenl!% isited friends and her niece
in Asheville, NC. She is now a
great-grandmother.
DAVID FUKOSHIMA '39
still lives in la Habra.
PAUL FuR IISIIIMA '39

has ssi'k'l for the San Lorenzo
Nursery Company for 52 years. He
enjoys playing golf. Paul has one soir,
who is an attorney, and three grandchildren.

Mr. Russell lincent '40, Ms. Mary Lee

(Palmer) Holton '41, Mrs. Virginia
(Strong) Benson '42, Mrs. Mary
Louise (Salmon) Walton '42, Ms. Billie
(Gee) LeClear '43, SIrs. Elizabeth
(Lamb) Tunison '43. SIrs. Olive
(Jordan) McCloskey .11. Mrs. Carol
(Coiner) Saunders '45, Mrs. Vilette
(Bakuen) Bachtelle '46, Mr. Millard
C. Jarnagan 'H11. 11r. William R. Lee
'48, Mr. Leland kulzer '49.

CLASS AGENTS -THE 40s(LEFT TO RIGHT) MRS. ELIZABETH (LAMB) TuNIS0N '43,
MRS. MARY LOUISE (SALMON) WALTON '42, MS. BILLIE (GEE) LECLEAR 43, MR.
MILLARD C. JARNAGAN '48, AND MRS. OLIVE (JORDAN) McCLOSKEY '44.

LAWRENCE MAChAT '51

has retired from his position as
professor of art at El Camino College.
ILA M. (WARNER) MAHAN '51

teaches in the adult education division
of the Azusa School District.

MARGARET (O'CONNOR) CARTER '40

has eight grandchildren and tss it
great-grandchildren. Her granddaughter Christie Lodoon recently won
a vocal contest at Bellmont College.

IACIU C.(BIERMA) INGRAHAM '39

enjoys her A irk as a docent in the art
renter of Sylmar Park. She has new
grandchildren and great-grandchildren.

GEORGE C. DOWELL '41
retired from his position as a science
teacher in Paramount Unified School
District.

BILL LION 41. VELMA (RAMSEY) SCOTT 42 AND VIVIAN (FALLIS) WOODWARD '49
SWAP STORIES AT MANRESA CASTLE, PT. TOWNSEND, WASH., DURING THE RECENT
EARLY FORTIES ANNUAL TRIP.

BRIE (ELLIOTT) JOCHIMSEN '39

retired from her library work and is
president of her weaving club.
JANE (CHAMBERLIN) LANGOON '39

and husband Jim of 52 years, live near
the Apple Valley golf course. They
have two children and four grandsons.
PHILIP MADDER '38

and his wife have retired and live on a
five-acre farm overlooking the ocean
near Carlsbad. They spent one month
in the Swiss Alps last year.
31
and wife were visited by their five children. They also attended the weddings
of two granddaughters.
NULL PATTEUUN

11Th. POTTER 131

has resided in California Christian
Home, a retirement community, for
the past two years. She is involved in
church activities and volunteer work.
LEILA (CLOVER) SCIUTTO '39

and husband Bill enjoy spending time
in Hollister, on the apricot ranch of
Bill'. faniil',. Th's hope to see INTO
(SMITH) NICHOLSON

ii Los Gatos

has retired, but still keeps busy with
her real estate investments. She enjoys
living.near her daughter, son-in-law
and their two children.

ELEANSI (PUTNAM) MCCAITIT 151

CLASS ASENTO:

and husband Paul enjoy traveling.

Mr. John Price '50, Dr. Robert Casjens
'51, Mr. William Eberhart '52, Mrs.
Nadine (Ilambarian) Emerzian '53,
Mr. Robert W. Capps '54, Mrs. Jane
(Soderberg) Gothold '55, Dr. Stuart E.
Gothold '56, Mrs. Nancy(Heldrich)
Sievert '56, Mr. John Avila, Jr. '57,
Mr. James Peter '58, Mrs. Ann
(Larson) Peter"59.

visiting their five children, hiking,
rafting and skiing.
NINA (VAN NESS) MILLAN '51
retired in 1986 after working for 35
years in elementary education with
Ventura Unified School District as an
elementary principal. She and
/ husband Al enjoy traveling throughout
the United States, and fishing and
golfing. They have three children and
their second grandchild was born last
September.

LARRY J. BENEDETTE '51

has written two manuscripts, one on
secondary education and the other on
European travel. He is active in the
Central Coast Academic Decathlon for
high schools. He enjoys his dog and
birds, playing the electric organ,
golfing, singing and reading.

CLASS AGENTS - THE 505(LEFT TO RIGHT) MRS. ANN (LARSON) PETER '59, MR.
JIM PETER '58, DR. ROBERT CASJENS '51, MR. WILLIAM EBERHART '52, MRS.
PATTIE CASJENS '52, AND MRS. NADINE (HAMBARIAN) EMERZIAN '53.

PAT (SMITH)'51
JOAN CORFIELO '51

AND JACK HEDGES '50

works part-time at a private school
and also contributes time on the local
election board. She is interested in the
environment and the protection of

enjoy golf and their grandchildren.
Pat is a substitute teacher in the
Garden Grove School District and
Jack is a part-time driver training
instrnctor in the Huntington Beach
High School District. He also works
with the Westminister High School
golf team.

MItIlu "NINA" (ELLIOTT) GILLETTE '51

still works for the Ketchum
Community Library in Idaho, which
was featured last fall in the Orange
County section of the Los Angeles
Times.

TED MAOSHBORN '51
continues to practice ophthalmology in
Whittier. Eldest 'son David has been in
practice with him for six years.,
Daughter Carol is a pastoral counselor
in Maine. Son John will complete
medical school at Tulane this summer,
and Ted's youngest son, Paul, is
involved with uk 013-GYN residency at
Tulane. V6 ii" MARY (IELKIN)'53 keeps
busy with their two-acre garden.

WILMEI C. lINT '51
is an auditor with Howard Schultz Co.,
a national accounting firm that
includes Safeway and Lucky supermarkets among its clients. He and wife
Lachricia enjoy traveling and have
visited Hong Kong, Singapore, Baton
Rouge and Myrtle Beach.

Boo PONCE '51
is 'iijoy

in, retirement. He keeps busy
by serving on the Executive Board of
Southwest Regional Laboratory in Los
Alamitos and as a consultant for slate
departments of education. Bob is also
actively involved with working on the
country's homeless situation via local
agencies and his church.
ROBERT SLAUGHT '51

retired from his position at Fullerton
'College in 1985 but remains busy with
his business, Bob's Custom Artist
- Canvases. He manufactures artist
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CHARLES ADAMS '53
TAX ATTORNEY AND AUTHOR

The 530-page hook is a 'revision of a coffee table
book Adams authored some 10 years ago. The first
hook wasn't much of a success, according to

BOB O'BRIEN 158

Adams, but the new larger, footnoted and docu-

retired after working for 36 years in
higher education. He is a singing
member of the First Presbyterian
Church of San Diego. Last summer,
they toured the British Isles,
performing in churches and cathedrals. Bob is also busy with his hobby
shop where he builds stale models of
radio controlled World War 11

canvases for professional artists
throughout Southern California. Bob
and wife Sandra perform monthly at
Balboa Yacht Club with a jazz hand
called "Shorehoaters." They enjoy
their two grandchildren.
DALE WONACOT1' '51

retired in 1986 from coaching and
teaching at Orange Coast College. lie
and wife Olive will celebrate their 50th
wedding anniversary this year. They
have eight grandchildren and one
great-grandchild. They enjoy fishing,
golf and motorhome travel.
LLOYD CHORLEY '53

retired two years ago from his position
as department chair of social science.
at C. McClatchy High School.
He recently co-authored a text,
"California: State and Local Government," puhlishrd by Prentice-Hall
Inc.
JAMES F. COWAN '53

plans to retire after nearly 25 years as
Ventura County's superintendent of
schools.

In a television interview on C-Span's "Book Notes,"
Adams was interviewed by Brian Lamb about the
genesis of his interest in history. Adams responded,
stating that in 1949 he enrolled in a course on
revered professor emeritus of history at Whittier
College. Adams says that that particular history
class got him "hooked." In a letter to Nerhood,
Adams stated, "There are a lot of factors involved
in this book, but' without your initial seduction, the
book would not exist." Adams added, "What helps
When studying and contemplating vivid his-

make it so fine is the solid research and writing I

torical events such as the Roman Empire's

learned at Whittier. . . .What this means is that you

collapse, the defect of Napoleon, the American

and the other members of the history department

Civil War and rock superstar Mick Jagger's

must have done one hell of a job teaching me."

emigration from the United Kingdom, few

Adams' book was favorably reviewed by The Wall
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would note that taxes played a critical role in

Street Journal, and The Washington Times. Adams

is enjoying retirement and his volunteer position at the Volunteer Center
of El Dorado County. Formerly he
worked as an athletic coach and high
school principal. Phil also worked at
IBM for 20 years and was an executive
manager there for 18 years.

each of these events. however, tax attorney

was also a guest on "Talk of the Nation," a Public

and author Charles Adams '53 has written

Broadcasting System national radio program.

J. BRUCE KNOO '62

is director of the YMCA's European
office. He has been involved in the
redevelopment of YMCAs in Poland,
Hungary, Bulgaria, Latvia and Russia.
He and wife Susan have three daughters and four grandchildren.

STUART GOTUOLO '56

is the recent recipient of the Alumni
Merit Award from University of
Southern California. He and wife JANE
($0111110)'55 sing in Chorale Bel
Canto, a community master chorale,
directed by Stuart's brother. STEPHEN A.

Rome LENIZEI 152

GRINDER '63.
JANE (HOWIANO) MCGINTY '58

is depa'tment chair oils' Ii,,,ne
economics department at North High
School in Torrance. She and husband
Richard travel extensively and enjoy
golf.

NINETEEN-SIXTIES
CLASS AGENTS:
us. Duu,u, E. Lovejoy '60, Dr. Gary
Goodson '61, Mrs. Lynette (Hee)
Ishikawa '62, Mrs. Gail (Zwbarth)
Davidson '63, Dr. John H. Crow '64,
Mr. Joe Barnes '65, Dr. Irving
Hoffman '66, Mr. Raymond Ritchey
'67,
Mrs. Penny (Corns) Fraumeni
'68,
Ms. Tailien Perry '69.

CLASS AGENTS - THE 605 AND 70s (LEFT TO RIGHT) MR. STANLEY M. SMITH '73,
MS. DAUNN E. LOVEJOY '60, DR. GARY GOODSON '61, MRS. PENNY (CARNS)
FRAUMENI '68, AND MR. NORMAN KANOLD 72.

WILLIAM SLAKE'SO
is recovering from a stroke. He enjoys
his hobbies of gardening and raising
dogs. He is active with his church.

SITU LANE 'Si

CECIL MCIiNN '60

$ANIT (STEELE) ShiLL '52

taught junior and senior high for 10
years before pursuing a career in
financial planning and insurance. Wife
ANNA (PEPPEIIINI)'63 has been a
teacher and administrator in the Los
Angeles Unified School District since
1963. They have two children, Tiffany
and David.

is enjoying challenging times as an
independent career counselor and
member of the Early Childhood
Education Advisory Council for the
Massarliiis,'l Is Board of Education.

WALT 110111 53

moved to San Clemente after living in
Fullerton for 31 years. He retired
after working for 14 years as a

44

Russian history taught by Dr. Harry Nerhood,

retired in June 1992 after working for
26 years as a speech and language
specialist in the Glendora Unified
School District. In January, she
started part-time work with a
preschool speech and language
program. Betty and her husband are
awaiting the birth of their eighth
grandchild.

in her 1,11111 5(ar of retirement. She
has seven grandchildren.

retired and moved to Utah after
teaching elementary school for 33
years in both Northern and Southern
California, He aad wife Mary have six
children and 12 grandchildren.

attention;

PETTY (C1IPEI) hAir '58

DOROTHY (MACK) GARRETT '53

60 PAYs 153

nienied version has been the focus of national

warships. He has a pilot's license and
fulfilled a lifelong dream of making two
parachute jumps.

0

is

"For Good and Evil: The Impact of Taxes on the
Course of Civilization."

principal in Rosemead. He enjoys
traveling and participating in Kiwanis
and his church.

BRUCE G. MARTIN '57 RETIRED FROM
HIS POSITION AS EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
OF THE WHITTIER AREA CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE AFTER SERVING FOR MORE
THAN 14 YEARS. SEVERAL HUNDRED
WELL-WISHERS ATTENDED A LUNCHEON
IN MAY TO CELEBRATE HIS SERVICE.
MARTIN, WHO HAS SERVED ON THE
WHITTIER COLLEGE ALUMNI BOARD
SINCE 1989, WAS ROASTED BY
WHITTIER COLLEGE TRUSTEE WILLIAM
"MO" MARUMOTO. AMONG OTHERS.

about just that topic in his recently published book,

THOMAS M. PASIIIIA Jo, 'GO

-authored "Historical Perspectives
in Popular Music," a new textbook
now hieing used in college classrooms.

('0

and his wife are innkeepers at their
bed and breakfast called Priscilla's
Victorian Inn in Verront.

JOAN M. ENG '62
is liii

'I iiIli the Orange County
Chin,'.,' Cultural Club. She enjoys
square dancing.

celebrated his 20th year of employbent at Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory. Eldest son Matthew graduated from Rose-Hulman Institute and
started Bonfire Media, a computer
animation business. Son, David, is a
junior at Cornell College in Iowa.
Howard's youngest son, Thomas, is in
the eighth grade. Wife Mary raises and
sells purebred Salers cattle.
Jill V. PRICE 153
is superintendent of Little Lake City
School District. He has contributed
36 years as a physical education
consultant, principal and director of
Instructional Services and Categorical
Programs.
-ROBERT H. HAD '62

was ,'li'i'ti',i president and chief executive officer of Rohr Inc., an aerospace
company, and was appointed to the
board of directors. Robert previously
served as president of the Parker
Bertea Aerospace segment of Parker
Hannifin.
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STEVEN SELLMAN '13 has had his owls

SAMUEL 101111(1 112
moved to Palm Desert last October and

interior decorating firm since 1974.

the company's quarterly employee

retired as commander in the Navy. He

newsletters and tither monthly

was recognized by Xerox for ranking

publications.

first in the western region and third on

is now an elementary school principal

Both are })nns with their children,

owns the Ink House Bed and Breakfast

for Palm Springs Unified School

Blaine, age 13 and Colby, age 12.

in St. Helena, which is on the National
Registry of Historic Places.

District.

PATTI (ChINS) VISIT 78

JAMES BRENT ANNIS'14

the national level in her performance

RACHELLE (HENRY) MIMMS'14

as supply account manager. She also

has completed her 18th year of

received two awards for employee and

ELAINE CLINGS 74

teaching. She teaches tlrst grade at

customer satisfaction. Patti volunteers

government relations consulting firm to

is an elementary school counselor,

Commodore Stockton Skills School.

at McGaugh School where her

Carlsbad. He has been named in the

pursuing her Ph.D. in clinical child

She has one daughter. Renee.

(laughter attends kindergarten.

ated from the Lnisersity of the Pacific

"Who's Who of Emerging Leaders in

psychohtgs. She has two children.

with a degree in music. He plans to

America" for the third cQnsecutive

Margaret and William.

RHONOA (VANCE) MOORE '71

1155 LITCIFIEL1 7$

GEORGE VARELA '10
relocated his solid waste, recycling anti

RODLI HOLTAN '83
AND ROTH (GILLETTE) '84
ale proud

of 0)0 Chuck,

who gradu-

Leach.

nanaguig a I no ness with husband

year.

MARY ANNA (ENRIAUEL)'14
JAMES COMPTON '11

has been the varsity soccer coach at

is looking forward to the next class

have been sailing the Pacific in their

reunion.

30-foot sailboat "Finesse" for the past
seven years. They sailed from Oregon

took the football team to the playoffs
•
t', tfl units.

JAMES F. MAns'ir

to Mexico, visiting French Polynesia.

launched his own food distribution

Hawaii and Canada.

PAMELA (WILLIAMS) TAYLOR '15

company last November. after having

reeds cd her llaIer degree in March.

worked 20 years for American
Provision Co. He has two daughters.

DON POWER 'GB

is lit) IllaIlUgtr of Santaje Springs.

GILIA (KEMP-BLAIR) HOMRICH '14
teaches third grade at Forestville

is a sixth grade student.

has been appointed senior vice president anti chief emerging markets econ-

DEBBIE (ANOICK) KIARNS'14

anti husband Bob reside in Australia

omist with Kidder, Peabody & Co.

and husband Cal own C & D

and often travel and work in other

Inc's Emerging Markets Group.

Landscape Co. in Oregon. Debbie is a

JEAN L (MACguI VET) FINITE 117

countries. They recently spent five

substitute teacher and cheerleading

months in the United States visiting

DIANA L. (MARKOAICH) WRIGHT '12

family and friends.

has been named director of the prop-

GARY MCHATTON '61

coach at Dayton High School.

$USANNELENIA1IT) Nulls 7$

nittvetI to Lake Oswego with husband

and husband George have settled in

Bolt and their two children, James anti

the Northwest after living in three

Scott. Elaine runs a consulting busi-

other states and Central.America.

ness on housing development.
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& Associates Inc. Realtor.

works in gerontology, working on

SUSAN WALKEY'14
is working as a legal secretary. She

ELlA LIPEZ '71

and husband Dave have one son,

continues work with her theater group,

Scott. They welcomed a new addition

Words Across Culture, serving as

to their family—a puppy.

assistant director. She is also hard at
work on a children's book.

tIC Will WAN '14
remarried last July. Vic teaches

tAllY TAIMIZIAN 11

elementary physical education and

is a teacher for Los Nietos School

coaches girls' basketball in

District.

developing programs for the elderly in

San Juan Education Association.

THERESA (SALAS) HAMILTON '15
is an teacher for Coeur ti Alene School

of Lincoln Elementary School in

MARTLOII (MARTIN) CASAS 73

six Rocky Mountain states and with 24

\\ hillier. They live in Cerritos.

is a sci tiith grade soo1 education

Indian tribes. She has two children.

District in Idaho.

THOMAS SOMERS 'lB

teacher at Bonita Unified School
District. She completed her adminis-

RICHARD L[VANOAWSKI'14

is vice president of Spencer Products.

trative credential and her M.A. in

writes that he is well and happy in
Tacoma. Wash.

Mrs. Lisa (Hoffman) Abbate '86,
to vice president of operations at the

CLASS AGENTS:

and wife Cheryl are pastors of Valley

is an elementary school principal at the

Anfuso Work Evaluation Center. They

SIs. Michelle Mac Quiddy '70, Mr.

Presbyterian Church in Portola

ABC School District in Artesia. She

have one son, Braden. age 7.

alley. Their 8-year-old daughter,

administration in 1991.

Mrs. Luann (Lea!) MacDonald
'74,
Mr. Raymond Garwacki 77, Mrs.
'75,
Lisa (Kellogg) Montes '78, Mr. Mark

Mr. Kevin Burke '88, Ms. Kimberly

MARK OLIVER 'II
MANY JANE (SEYMOUR) DE LA PENA 71
is proud of her 5-year-old son, E.J.,

(TIG1CII) '71 have two children,
$IEPNEN W. McCLUER'14

Miracles" was viewed by many

is manager of technical sale llpIstrt

industry folks at special screenings.

Victoria and Corin.

G. Deven '79.

Bcrn,mlino County.

for EPE Technologies in Costa Mesa.

E.J. also appeared in a Johnson and

Bee G*nA 'ii

IENE PILLIAM '13

He is a member of IEEE, which writes

Johnson commercial.

completed her M.F.A. in dance and

U.S. stands I- I ir electric power. He

has been named superintendent of the
Azusa Unified School District.

choreography at Mills College and is

and wife LYNDA (HOBBS)'71 have two

teaching part-time at Chabot College

children.

WILLIAM A. LEIVA '1$

and San Francipco City College.. She

is president and CEO ofMedix Biotech

also choreographs for concert, stage

MICUAEL L. MCPIEISIN '14

and theater.

owns a small landscape company and

PAIL ALLEN '74

have two adopted children, Tyler and

Inc.. which manufactures and supplies

wholesale nursery. He and wife Carol

monoclonal anti polyclonal antibodies
and immunoassay components. He was
recently recognized by "Who's Who in
Science and Engineering" for his
accomplishments.

is an American literature teacher and

Paige, and live on a five-acre farm

head football coach at Santiago High

outside Portland, Ore.

School in Garden Crave. He has been
spending summers in Finland,

VOlTA MILLER 174

MAITL MAIL) SELLMAN ii

coaching in the Finnish-American

celebrated her seventh year working

is in her 20th year of teaching. She is

Football Association leagues.

as a communications manager ftw

an art teacher at Mojave High School,

Strouds, alinen specialty store, in the

a continuation school. She is also a

corporate offices. In that capacity,

mentor teacher for the Hesperia

she writes, designs and publishes

Unified School District. Husband

a sill -employed real estate
appraiser. He and wife PATRICIA

whose film project titled "120 Volt

RICHARD HALL '13
-II,,li!II(iltIt'nt of schools for San

Mrs. R. Corrine (Reyes) Sultan '87,
Lathlin '89.

received her Ph.D. from the
University of Minnesota in educational

Ms. Selina Memedovo '84, Mr. Michael

Los Angeles. Upland and Fontana.

LINDA (OROOCO) MARTISKO'14

\,lle. is their "primary teacher."

Mr. James Pigott '80, Mrs. Catherine
(Pearce) Standiford '81, Ms. Pamela

STood 83. Mr. Jorge Quezada '86,

MARK GOODMAN '73

Norman ICanold '72, Mr. Stanley M.

CLASS AGENTS:

has expanded his law offices to include

Wife MICUELLE (MAT) '77 was promoted

NINETEEN-SEVENTIES

Smith '73, Ms. Helen (Shaban) Kim

NINETEEN - EIGHTIES

Holmes '82, Mr. Arthur Valeriano '83,

CINNE (B000MHEAD) KIRKPATRICK 'CS

- educational administration.

They have two children. William. age

Washington. He is president of the

erty management department at Lyons

reports that wife Jean is the principal

ELAINE (HOWARD) VANIEN'14

5, and Katherine. age 2.

Elementary. where (laughter Aidan

AlTOS C. PIRTECANSKI 111

production of "hello, Dolly!"

AND MIKE DREFY '14

Iii[ALES 15

Cal High for the past seven years and

was musical director for a Cal Tech

Mancefield. They have two children.

CLASS AGENTS- THE 805 AND 90S AND ONE 70s! (LEFT TO RIGHT) MR. MICHAEL
BEASLEY '91, MISS KIMBERLY LAIBLIN '92, MR. RAYMOND GARwACKI '77, MRS.
LISA (HOFFMAN) ABBATE '86, AND MR. ARTHUR VALERIANO '83.
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JEANETTE WONC 'SI
Is an

associate professor at California
Baptist College. She gave a lecturerecital last year at the Dana Festival
of Music at Youngstown State
University in Ohio.
CYNTHIA (CARTER) REARS[ '02

received her M.S. in-school counseling
from the University of LaVerne. She is
an intern in the counseling departmentat Cerritos Community College
and is also teaching third grade at
Esther Linstrori Elementary School in
Lakewood.

MIGUEL SANTANA '91:
MEETING CHALLENGES
HEAD-ON

when in fact, it's not the case. L.A. is
creating a model where racial coalitions are
being built."

It is an exciting time for Miguel Santana
'91. At age 23, he is way ahead of his life
Plan. Santana is the new community affairs
assistant for the national office of the
Mexican American Legal Defense and

TOM CO[BORN '82

recently left the Navy to fly for
\fIsrilan Airlines; Wife DENISE
(Hu000k)'$3 hopes to complete her
I!Ia.Iir program In geology this fall.
DIN NELNIN '$2
is in

Nevada working for Ron Wilson
and Associates, a Nexxus Products
distributer. Daughter Angela Marie is
2 years old.
MIGUEL SANTANA 91 WITH HIS FAMILY.

LYNN (DOCKSIADER) SMIUY '02

co-founded a management company
that specializes in leasing employees
and business services to physicians.
JOANNE (8000AT) TAKEMOTO '82

has taken tune offfrom her career as
a CPA in order to raise her children.
Ryan. age band Lauren. age 3.
JULIE I. TRAUTNAN '$2
is a

speech pathologist at the V.A.
Medical Urn Err in West L.A.

SAM TRICOLI '82
a joanap-r ol r'iiutracts

at Hughes

Aircraft.
It
is a clinical psychologist in Whittier.
She plans to open her second office in
Glendale.
tub YNID1EZ

NAUUIET (FAKEIL) Mons

$4
manages a cappuccino coffee chain in
Pittsburgh. Pa.
ElBA (BRuN500) MARTORONO 84
is senior

ins est iii aunt and division
manager with Century 21 GrishamJoseph.
DANIEL J. MCMILLAA '$4

works in management for Value
Merchants. Hr is pursuing an M.B.A.
at the University of La Verne.

Education Fund (MALDEF), a place he
thought he'd be lucky to land at thirtysomething. In his personal life, Santana
and his wife Sandra (Gonzalez) '94 are the
proud par'nts of their third child, Amanda
Inez, born June 1.
At MALDEF, Santana is community liaison
and assistant to Antonia Hernandez, president and general counsel of MALDEF. He
is involved with Rebuild L.A., the organization designated to lead Los Angeles
through its revitalization and healing
process.
"The position I hold did not exist before,
so I'm defining it as I.go along," said
Santana, adding, "I don't think I could
have worked at MALDEF without having
come to Whittier. College where I learned
to look at organizations critically. At
MALDEF, I sit on various committees, and
I provide a broad Latino perspective,"
reflected Santana.
Santana's work at MALDEF has made him
look at Los Angeles differently; "I think
L.A. is going through a critical time in its
history. People from different sectors of
the population reacted to last year's civil
unrest in a way that has revitalized their
spirit. They want to see L.A.work and
become a model for other cities," said
Santana. "For so long, L.A. upheld an
image as a set of suburbs tied together,

Santana is the third eldest in a family of
eight children, and the first to be born in
the United States. His parents imnigrated to
California front Mexico in the 1960s and
planted their roots in Bell Gardens, a
friendly environment
that fostered childhood
friendships and valued
education. "I grew UI)
in a neighborhood with
decent people who
value their lives and
family," remembered
Santana. "Gangs, drugs
and dropping out were
never options in my
family."
In fact, Santana
believes that the
majority of neighborhoods in the greater
L.A. area today are similar to Bell
Gardens—where decent people have a
strong sense of values. "In spite of all the
tensions and a lot of pain, I think a lot of
healing is beginning to take place. Los
Angeles had to grow up this last year. It
went through a period where it just
expanded but didn't really mature—like a
child who goes through childhood, faces
adolescence and finally has to redefine him
or herself," explained Santana;
Santana graduated from Bell Gardens High
School, and lie remembers less than 10
percenT of his class going on to pursue
higher education. Although accepted to the
University of California at San Diego,
Santana chose Whittier. He remembers
how and why he became enamored with the
college. "My interview was very personal
and human. My perception of what a
college should offer in terms of its size,
resources, ratios and activities shifted after
that experience," recalled Santana.
Santana meets challenges head-on, and
credits his four years at Whittier College
with feeding his intellectual mind and developing his curious soul.
"My first semester at Whittier was a very
difficult time," recalled Santana. His
freshman year, he said, was a time to
"catch up." "I realized that I never really
had a history class," mused Santana. "In all
of high school, I remember turtling in one
term paper.

"I wondered whether or not I could
survive. One of the people who pulled me
out of it was Rafael Chabran, associate
professor of foreign languages and literatures. He made me reflect upon the bigger
issue of why I was in college and introduced me to some key people here who
saw the world as I did. I began to feel
connected to the college," reflected
Santana.

I

Inspired by Chabran in his freshman year,
Miguel ventured to Morelia, in Mexico, to
study advanced Spanish. "Rafael inspired
my creative juices and taught me to see
the world as very interconnected. I began
to understand that things do not stand
alone in nice little categories, but that the
world is very interconnected and what
happens in one area directly influences
what happens in another," said Santana.

I

"The lens that I use to see the world, is the
lens that Les Howard, professor of sociology, has given me. I absorbed his way of
looking at the world, both in language and
in thought, his way of understanding organizations, political processes, and conflicts
in the world. He taught me that sociology
is not something you get from a hook, but
something that you wear all the time.
Remembering that has helped me tremnendously in the real world," said Santana.
In his senior year, Santana traveled to
Chile. "Lois Oppenhieim, former professor
of political science, taught me everything I
know in terms of the political history of
Latin America. She taught meliow to
think. I learned a lot from watching her
interact with the political elite," said
Santana."Lois was recognized as an expert
in the area. She had access to top-level
officials of the government and I was
observing academia front a different
perspective, a much more interactive
perspective," said Santana.

4

I

His list of heroes includes Jon Moody,
former Whittier College chaplain; Martin
Ortiz, director for the Center of Mexican
American Affairs and his support staff; and
Dick Archer, professor of history and
Wanberg faculty master.
"Whittier College, with all of its positive
and negative aspects, has really made me who I am today, and the education I
received here has provided me with the
tools to pursue the kind of challenges that
I wanted to seek," said Santana.

THERESA HIVAS '84
is a

sales representative for Griffin
Financial.

CuRtis FRuit '85

passed his doctoral oral exams.

Company and Cynthia is in her second
year of teaching elementary school.

NELliE WILLIAMS '04
is a

claims supervisor for State Farm
Insurance and is pursuing an MBA at
Seattle University.

STEPHEN PENN '85
AND CYNTHIA (HARIIIELI) '$4

are enjoying life in the Pacific
Northwest. Stephen is a commet4ial
husipess park manager for The Koll

Pout AIMIJU 'II
is a dispatch supervisor with Alto
System Inc., a La Mirada warehouse
and distribution company. He recently
became certified in scuba diving and
vacationed in Mexico.

MICHAEL A. ARROYO '88

IMILEY IENULI '$1

graduated in May from the
University of Nebraska Medical
School. He will begin his residency
in San Antonio, Tx.

is a distributor and shareholder in
a start-up medical company for
Baxter Surgial Ultrasound. He is
engaged to Lisa Lamprich and they
plan to be married next year.
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KATHY KIERLER '88

LESLIE (COLA) BLATCHE000 '86

Presbyterian Intercommunity Hospital

AMANDA CHtSLEY '52
is working on her B.S. in environ-

has one daughter and is expecting

is marketing and distribution services

in Whittier and Philip is a merchan-

another child in July.

manager for Nest Entertainment, the

diser for Big 5 in El Segundo.

parent company of an animation
JANICE CROSSER '88

studio.

was married last winter to a man she
met in her work at Disneyland. The

TERESA (PHELPS) MACKEY '88

wedding took place at the park with

is a speech and language pathologist

family and friends in attendance.

for Burbank Unified School District.

mental design at the Art Center College
of Desln in Pasadena. She plans to

LEAH UDNIT 'II

pursue her master's in architecture at

is pursuing her doctorate in special

the University of Colorado.

education at Syracuse University.
DANNY LARIVIERE '92
tOOl POOR 'SO

is

is living in New York City with her

department at Mary's in Oakland.

a saless.r'.rrrr in the young men's

NINA (D'ANNA) SANTO '88

hla,k lab, Marley. She is an adver-

has left her position as associate

tising assistant for Nerve: The

KIN PO

Habra. Cohn has been a procurement

director of public relations at Whiitir

Renegade Rock & Roll Magazine.

is an intern at Boston Children's

aleni and contracts writer for

College to join Helpline Youth

Lorri says she misses California and

Museum and enrolled in the Harvard

Southern California Edison Company

Counseling as director of prevention

friends.

Universits Museum Studies program.

for the past six years. He is currently

and intervention services.

COhN COSHNIE '86
and % ife Silsia purchased a home in La

She helped start an art education
RICH SIMON 'SO

program at the museum for under-

ANT TIENKLE 'IS

left Foot Locker in Seattle to devote his

privileged children.

is working with the support staff of the

time to the ministry.

involved in a project to build a solar
generating station.

CHRISTINA PURCELL '12

French department at UCLA.

NINA (SACKHEIM) 'SB

ALUSON TOWERSEY '90

AND 1000 DANNER '86
threv children. Todd works for
the health sciences division of Eastman
Kodak and Nina is at home with the

WELL '12

will receive her M.F.A. from Brooklyn

KAREN WRIGHT '88
received her \l .1). from the University

ill Iw at ti'niling graduate school at
Vt I in the fall.

College this year. During the past year,
she has been cast in lead roles in

JHNELLE IIYLE '12

"Picnic" and "Reckless." Allyson

is student-teaching seventh grade

111MHZ lIEu-h

teaches a stage make-up class to under-

English in Boise, Idaho.

graduate students.

'of Nevada School of Medicine in May.

kids.

PARNELL (GREEN) Fox '86

grattuatesi from Tufts Medical School

is a paralegal and will begin her law

in May. He has begun his five-year

Studies at Loyola in September.

residency and specializes in

RHOALIE (VELAZ1IED) IAIIIN '11

is

orthopaedic surgery.

is a public relations manager.

County Water District. He is interested

married Dr. Fumiyaki Kitahara in

JACK MILLIS III

JENNIFER JACHO 11

Japan. Their wedding was attended by

directed "Lion in Winter," which won

is an art instructor at St. John Bosco

rave reviews from the Los Angeles

High School.

SHANNON SEAN TANNEHILL '12

in attending a graduate program in

YOKA0I (NOMIDO) KITAHARA '86

IEC MACIEL 'II and JAMIE liii
several other

V1 hittier

a li lroliig intern for the Orange

'IS and

alums living in

geology.

SUSAN TURNER '92
reports that SALLY SALAS '92 is engaged

Times. He directed "Little Shop of
Horrors" at the La Habra Depot

STEVE L*ussi'Il

to marry Michael tiigil. Their wedding.

Theatre and will direct a summer

had the title role in the production of

is set for August 21 in Los Alamos,

HEATHER MANCLARK 'SB

production at the Orange County

"Charlie and the Chocolate Factory"

N.M. NEIII KIAMLI'Ii will serve as

is working for the Ritz Carlton Aspen

Children's Theatre.

at the Hudson Theatre in Los Angeles.

maid of honor.

VERNON STINEBAKEI '$1

JANET (PRENTICE) LUX '11

Japan.

in Colorado.
SHIRLEY U. (ImBITWELL) lou

'IS

teaches music one day a week at Padre

enuineer with Electronic

is it
Data S.%

'iii. I irsiration.

is a teacher in the Head Start program
in the Mountain View School District.

Pio Catholic School and is a member of
Master Chorale of Orange County. She
is also choir director for Traditional
Tridentine Rite Ma"s in e,arden Grove.

GRACE (VASQOET) TAPIA '89
is it

rhildcare voordinator for

Walnut-Diamond Bar School District.

MARY FRANCES (GREENLAND) REED '91
- is a speech patlmoIri'.t in the John
Swett Unified School District.

She is working toward, becoming a
RODANNE M. (FRATTH) CHEONC 'Si

certified elementary school teacher.

WENDY SOLON '51
passed the Foreign Service written

is

an optometrist for Prarl,i i-sri

in San Francisco. Husband ROBERT 81

CHARLES VAN SIEENB0RCO '89

is an environmental scientist for ICF

is composing for a band called

Engineers in Oakland.

Mindive. They have released a cassette
and are recording their first CD.

STACEY ROBERTSON '81

Charles continues to work in the

is working on her doctoral disserta-

writing (enter at Everett College.

received an M.A. degree in January
from the Claremont Graduate School.

has been appointed director of
NINETEEN-NINETIES.

Historical Association conference in
121St.

KATIERINE TAYLOR 'SI

RAQOEL (TORRES) RETANA '91

tion. She will present a paper at the
Pacific Coast Branch American

exam on her first attempt.

California Student Opportunity Access
Program (CAL SOP) for Whittier

CLASS ARENTS:

Union High School District.

Ms. Michelle Dodge '90, Mr. Michael
GEORGE CASILLAS '85

Beasley '91.

Ils

Mono Fortini '92.

has been cast in television
commercials.

DEBORAH CRAMER '90
AND PHILIP ARROYO '86

MICHAEL DIAl '88
is it

iriuri'mi'nt specialist for J. C.

Carter Company.

MAT TIAVIZIN '11
is attending the Art Institute of
Pittsburgh, where is he studying
motion picture special effects.

are engaged to be married in January
1994. Deborah is still fund raising for

VINCENT J. YAZAKI '11
completed his recruit training at
Marine Corps Recruit Depot in San
Diego.
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MARRIAGES

BIRTHS

IN MEMORIAM

Vic Woodward '74 to Monique B/ott, on
July 18,1992.

To Cindy (Grady) '80 and Bill Fuentes '81, a
daughter, Melanie Lauren, on March 9, 1992.

1927 Jeanette Overby, not/fiedApril 1993.

Theresa Sa/as '75 to Stephen C. Hamilton,
on August l4, 1992.

To William Drulias '82 and Rosann, a daughter,
Nicolette Kristine, on November 15, 1992, a
sister to Thomas Nicholas,

Teresa Trabbie 83 to Vance Weisbruch, on
August 1, 1992.
Theresa Rivas '84 to Dan/el J. McMillan '82,
on May l, 1993.
KariA. Werner '85 to Rick Chval, on
November 15, 1992,
Yukari Nomizo '86 to Fumt,yaki Kitahara,
on September 13, 1992,
Jose Gas//las. 87 to Kelly Burc/ay, on
June 13, 1992.
Rozanne M. Fratto '87 to Robert Cheung 87,
on August 15, 1992.
Michael Diaz 88 to Marie Isabel Sanchez,
on November 22, 1992.
Karen Rifler '89 to Thomas B/enz '89, in
March 1993.

1927 Mildred (Smith) Pullen, notified April
1993.
l928 Arthur Hunnicutt on March 2, 1993.

To Kris (McAllister) '83 and Bob Turner, a
daughter, Emily Diane, on June 1, 1992.

1930 Frances (Brabrook) Adamson May 11,
1991.

To Lora (Brunson) '84 and Jim Martorano, a
daughter,Katherine Ann, on May 28, 1992.

1930 FredAshton, on December21, 1991.

To Leslie (Gula) B/atchtord '85, a daughter,
Bree, on February 6, 1992.

1932 Grace Elizabeth Dickerson, on February
21, 1993.

To Leslie (Stuart) '86 and Scott Schachter, a
daughter, Aubrey Elisabeth, on September 29,
1992.

1932 Mary (McGraw) Mi//er, on February 18.
1993.

To Nina (Sackheim) '86 and Todd Danner '86,
twins, Todd Randall Jr and Megan Sue, on
September 14, 1992, a brother ind sister to
Rachel.
To Parnell (Green) Fox '86 and Theodore, a son,
Theodore Jr, on July 14, 1991.

1931 J. Mark Martin, On October 10, 1992.

1934 He/en (McClean) Netzley, on April 1,
1993,
1934 Russell C. Sullivan, on April 15, 1993.
1936Marguerite (Huckelt) McIntire, on
October 9, 1992.
1936 Elton Paddock, on November 27, 1992,

Grace Vasquez '89 to Michael Tap/a, on
November28, 1992.

To Teresa (Phelps) '88 and David Mackey, a
daughter, Kaylee Elizabeth, on February 17,
1993.

1938 E/oys Parks; on November 23, 1992.

Diana Weimer '90 to Bryan Treadway, on
April 17, 1993.

To Amy (O'Neill) '91 and Paul Lomanto '91, a
son, Dylan Paul, on May 13, 1992.

1938 Marjorie May (Rueger) flees, on January
1, 1993.

Rosalie Velasquez '91 to Jude Barron, on
March 14, 1992.

To Sandra (Gonzalez) '94 and Miguel Santana
'91, a daughter, Amanda Inez, on June 1, 1993,
a sister to Brigette and Andrea.

1941 Ray T Canton, on October 14, 1992,

Jennifer Jacobs 91 to Terry Sub/a, on April 10, 1993:
Janet Prentice '91 to David Lux, on
December 5, 1992.
Amy O'Neill '91 to Paul Lomanto 91, on
August 15, 1992.
Rosalie Valasquez '91 to Jude Barron, on
March 14, 1992.

1937 Frank Pavelko, on March 10, 1993.

1941 Emmett F Parks, on November 23, 1992,
1941 Marjorie May (Ruegar) flees, on January
1, 1993.
1943 C. Everett Hunt, on February 9, 1993,
1945 Priscilla J. (Timberlake) MacLeod, on
April 11, 1993.
1947 Ethel (S/lberberg) O/dfield, notified
February 1993.
1949 Clarence H. Bloom, notified March 1993.

Michelle Minear '92 to Skip Wa/ker, in
January 1993.

1949 Edward Rau/ston, on February 10, 1993.
1949 David M. West, notified March 1993.
1950 Pataricia (Wallace) Cole, on February 15,
'1993.
1950 George L. Moore, on January 3, 1993.

/

1951 Barbara M. (Ranzona) Myers, on
September 9, 1992.
1952 John D. Desh/er, on December 14, 1992.
1954 fl/chard S. Zimmerman, notified February
1993.
1956Arthur Spencer, notified March 1993.
1963 Robert C. Potter, on January 4, 1993.
1968 Richard Harpster, notified April 1993.
1968 Richard B. Lombardi on September 8,
1992.
1972 David Earl Cooley, on December 27,
1992.
1980 Kevin Dale White, on March 18, 1992.

J. HAROLD BAILEY

HERSCHEL DAUGHERTY

J. Harold "Hal" Bailey' '35, greatgrandson of Whittier's first citizens,
Rebecca and Jonathan Bailey, died on
February 26, 1993. He was 80.

Motion picture and teIeviion director
Herschel Daugherty '33 died March 5,
1993. He was 82.

Daugherty was born October 27, 1910,
Bailey *as horn in 1913 in La Habra, in Clark Hill, Ind., and was raised in
Calif. He attended Whittier High School
Covina.
and later graduated from Whittier College.
Daugherty began his motion picture
He served as Class president for two years
and directing career after graduating from
and vice president of the student body.
Whittier College. He spent nine years as a
Upon graduation, Bailey served as
designer, actor and director for the
managing director of the Hollywood USO, Pasadena Playhouse. Signed as a dialogue
an operation that served 250,000 armed
director by Warner Brothers in 1943, he
services personnel. He later served as an
worked with a variety of directors,
officer in the Navy. After World War II,
including Michael Curtiz, David Butler
Bailey became an associate of the
and Jean Negulesco, before making the
American Optometric Association and
transition to television in 1953.
served as its first professional executive.
While at Warner, Brothers for six
-He chaired this association until his retireyears
Daugherty directed "Adventures of
ment in 1978.
Mark Twain," "Edge of Darkness,"
In 1961, Bailey was elected President "Mildred Pierce," and "Life With Father."
of the American Association of Trade
As a television director, Daugherty's
Executives and was listed in ?Who's Who
credils included "One is a Wanderer,"
in America." He received four honorary
"The Road That Led Afar," "Wagon
doctorates.
Train," "The Man From U.N.C.L.E.,"
He is survived by his wife, Jeanne
and "Cimarron Strip."
Triplett of Sedona, Ariz.; sister, Virginia
In 1953, he directed "City Detective,"
Schallenberger of Sedona; children,
the first television series presented by
Richard H. Bailey of San Diego, Edwin
Revue Studios. Other television series
Osborn Bailey of Washington, D.C. and
Daugherty directed were "The Alfred
William J. Bailey of Port Charlotte, Fla
Hitchcock Show," "The Gençral Electric
six grandchildren; and one great-grandTheatre," "Tall Man," "Check Mate,"
child.
"The Virginian,""Fred Astaire Presents," "Deputy." and "The Crusader." In 1957,
Daughertdirected "The Light in the
Forest," Wait Disney's first feature length
motion picture. In 1972, he directed
Elizabeth Montgomery in "The Victim."
His directing awards include the
Achievement Award from the Screen
Directors' Guild; an Emory nomination for
"The Road That Led Afar;" the Gilmore
Brown Special Achievement Award from
the Pasadena Playhopse; and a nomination for the Screen Directors' Guild
Achievement Award.
Daugherty is survived by a son,
Michael.
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Mark Your Calend
JULY 31, 1993 •San Diego Area Alumni Chapter: Day in Balboa Park. Trustee Barbara (Ondrasik Groce) '57 has
a guided "behind-the-scenes" tour of the Museum of Natural History, with lunch to follow at Cafe Del Rey Moro.

SEPTEMBER 29, 1993 • Career Night co-sponsored with the college's Office of Career Planning and Placement. Response
to the spring Career Night was soenthusiastic that the Alumni Board of Directors has agreed to sponsor it twice next year!
Please contact the Alumni Office if you are interested in sharing advice regarding your profession with Whittier College
students.
OCTOBER 22-24, 1993 • Alumni Homecoming Weekend: See accompanying article.
NOVEMBER 1993 • The South Bay Alumni Club will visit the newly opened Cerritos Center for the Performing Arts.
MARCH 1994 • St. Patrick's Day in Ireland: Join Whittier Collt'ge alumni for St. Patrick's Day in Ireland as part of a
week-long trip. Place your name on our mailin,g list by calling or writing to the Alumni Office,
ATHLETES INDtJCTED INTO hALL OF FAME: Fire former It hillier College
athletes and two honorary members were inducted into the B hittier College Athletic
Hall of Fame in March. Left to right: Lemn'y Taylor 74, Tom Telle '55(honorary).
W. Roy Newsom '34 (honorary), Patricia (Garcia) Lozano '81. thin Hardin '74,

For additional information on listed events, or for reservations. contact the Alumni Office at (310) 9074222, oi write P. 0.
Box 634, Whittier, Calif. 90608-0634. NOTE: Event schedules are subject to change. Please contact the Alumni Office for
event confirmation.

Robert Kick '54 and John Fitzsimons '83.

ALUMNI HOMECOMING WEEKEND

SPECIAL NOTES:

OCTOBER 22-24, 1993

UI alumni are invited to return to Whittier College for a weekend of reminiscence and Fun. Why not call friends and classmates and arrange to meet? We rail your attention to
the events listed below and encourage your participation.
ERIOM, OCTOBER 22, 1993

Bookstore open
8:30 s.iii.
2p.m.
Alumni Registration, Mendenhall Lobby
3-6 p.m.
Pickup a schedule of events and campus map, take a self-guided campus tour from this location, greet old
friends and leave messages for classmates.
Alianza de los Amigos Reception
5:30 p.m.Honoring Alumni Award Recipients, Whittier Hilton Boardrooms
6:30 p.m.
No-host bar, $5, RSVP by Oct. 15 (310) 9074283.
For the third year. Alianza joins ranks with the Alumni Association to provide a festive event.
Alumni Awards Gala, Whittier Hilton Ballroom
6 p.m.
Back by popular demand! Start the weekend by joining friends and classmates for this gala evening of
(lining, dancing and reminiscing, as the \Iiimni Association honors alumni award recipients and volunteers.
ary v,prvialk enrouraged to attend.
Classmates of the hoi
801mM, ICIOBER 23, 1993, HOMECOMING DAY

tlumni Registration
8 am.Mendenhall Lobby
Noon
Men's and Women's Cross Country Alumni Run and Reunion, Memorial Field Track
8:30 am.
All former and current runners are invited to gather for this yearly event, followed by refreshments and a
reunion trackside.
Bookstore open
8:30 am.12:30 p.m.
Coffee with the Faculty
9 am.Mendenhall Lobby
11 a.m.
Mingle informally with faculty, alumni and emeritus professors; renew old friendships and make new ones.
Learn about the current academic scene at Whittier College.
Faculty who have indicated their interest include: Don Armstrong, Charles Browning, Rafael Chabran, Ann
Farmer, Bill Geiger, George tkasty. Chuck Hill, Les Howard, Frankie Nohert, Don Nuttall, Phil O'Brien.
Doreen O'Connor,. Martin Ortiz, Mike Praetorious, Lisa Rossbacher, David Sloan and Judith Wagner.
William Penn Society Brunch, Velvet Turtle, 17555 Castleton, City of Industry
9 am.
Palmer Society Brunch, The Ritz, 1800W. Whittier Blvd., La Habra
9:30 am.
Golden Anniversary Club Brunch, Wardman House, by invitation
10 am.
Members of the 50-year class are welcomed to the Golden Anniversary Club; all alumni who have attained
that status are invited to attend.
- Athenian Society Brunch. Whittier Hilton
10 am.
Metaphonian Society Brunch. Vs hittier Hilton
10 am.
Thalian Society Brunch, Los Portales Restaurant, 13033 E. Philadelphia St.,
10 a.m.
Whittier
Ionian Society Brunch, Whittier Hilton
10:30 am.
Women's Soccer vs. Cal Lutheran, Soccer Field (above Memorial Stadium)
11 a.m.
Franklin Society Brunch, Reuben's Restaurant, 136{) E. Whittier Blvd., Whittier.
11 am.
For information call Dan Tarquin. (310) 941-1424
Lancer Society Brunch, Whittier Hilton
Orthogonian Society Brunch. Whittier Hilton
Homecoming Game: Whittier vs. Claremont, Memorial Stadium
1 P.M.
Whittier Schdars Reception, Wanberg Masters Residence
3:30 p.m.
Host: Charles Adams, director, Scholars Program
By reservation, no charge
No-Host Young Alumni Reception, Whittier Hilton Lounge
4:30-6 p.m.
Women's Volleyball vs. Colorado College, Graham Activities Center
7:30 p.m.
SUNDAY, OctoBER 24, 1993

Whittier College Sunday at First Friends Church
II ii.
The college choir will participate as will other members of the college community.

HftIDN LOCATION

The B hittier Hilton is h)fOted at
7320 Greenleaf (Ire,. It hittier.
(310) 945-8511.
SOCIETY RIUNCIES

Brunch information printed was
provided by individual societies,
some details are incomplete as of
press time. Societies will send
separate mailings to their alumni,
and payment should be mode
direct/v to each society.
CLASS REUNIONS

Persons celebrating a class
reunion will receive special correspondence outlining all details.
Watch for letters early fall. Pay
special attention to reservation
deadlines.
HOTEL/MOTEL ROOMS

Room blocks have been reserved
at the following locations listed
below.
Call directly to make reservations; mention that you want the
special Whittier College rate for
Alumni Homecoming Weekend.
Whittier Hilton Hotel
7320 Greenleaf Ave., Whittier,
(310) 945-8511
$69 single/double plus tax
The Vagabond Inn
14125 E. Whittier Blvd., Whittier
(310)698-9701
$34 single/double plus tax For more information,- call the
Alumni Office at (310) 9074222.

CLASS REUNIONS
Attention, all alumni celebrating a reunion year!
Watch for letters from your reunion committee outlining all final
details! As of ROCK deadline, we've assembled the following information:
Class of '33
Saturday, October 23, 1993
After the Golden Anniversary Brunch (approx. 12:15 p.m.)
Ruth B. Shannon Center for the Performing Arts
Founders Room
Cookies and punch reception, no charge
Class of '43
Saturday, October 23. 1993
10 am., Golden Anniversary Brunch, Wardman House
(transportation provided from Shannon Center)
Noon -4p.m.. hospitality Room, Whittier Hilton
6 p'nohosf bar 7 p.m., reunion dinner and program,
Whittier Hilton
By reservation, $35 per person (includes nwnlorv 1)00k)
Class of '53
Saturday, October 23, 1993
4p.m., campus tour led by Ray Dezember '53, chairman.
Whittier College Board of Trustees
6:30 p.m., ,ocial hour; dinner and program to follow
Home of Barbara and Don Jenkins
Sunday, October 24, 1993
9-11 am., buffet brunch, home of Nadine Emerzian
By reservation, $50 for both events; $40 for Saturday
dinner, $15 for Sunday brunch
Class of '58
Saturday, October 23, 1993
5p.m., social hour; 6 pm. dinner
Ettinger Faculty Center. behind the Campus Inn
By reservation, $27.50 per IIs
Class of '63
Saturday, October 23, 1993
5:30-7:30 p.m., hearty hors d'oeuvres
Whittier Hilton By reservation, price to be announced Class of '68
Saturday, October 23, 1993
6:00 p.m. no-host bar; 7:00 p.m. dinner and program
Whittier Hilton
By reservation, $35 per person before Oct. 10;
$40 thereafter and at the door
Class of '73
Saturday, October 23, 1993
5:30-7:30 p.m., no-host bar, hors d'oeuvre reception,
Whittier Hilton
By reservation, $15 per person by August 1:
$20 thereafter nd at the door Class of '78
Saturday, October23, 1993
no host bar
I
Whittier Hilton Lounge
Class of '83
Saturday, October 23, 1993
5:30 p.m., no-host bar; 6:15 p.m. buffet dinner
- Los Portales Restaurant, 13033 E. Philadelphia St.,
Whittier By reservation, $18 until August 1st; $22 thereafter and at
the door

ACTOR EDWARD JAMES OLMOS, EDUCATOR LILIAN KATZ AND
PHILANTHROPIST GORDON GUND RECEIVED HONORARY
DEGREES AT WHITTIER'S 90TH COMMENCEMENT

Honor By
Degree
By Yuko Sakamoto Hayakawa

Oscar-nominated actor and social
activist Edward James Olmos was the
keynote speaker at the 90th Whittier
College commencement ceremony in
May, where he was presented with the
honorary degree of doctor of humane
letters. Philanthropist and business
leader Gordon Gund was also honored
with a doctor of humane letters and
early childhood scholar Lilian G. Katz
was bestowed a doctor of letters at the
ceremony.
This year, 237 bachelor's and
seven master's degree candidates
received academic degrees.
Candidates for the juris doctor degree
received their diplomas in a separate
commencement ceremony at Whittier
Law School.
EDWARD
JAMES
OLMOS

In his early 20s,
Edward James
Olmos was a
singer with a
rock and roll
the Sunset Strip.
He was also a song writer, choreographer and a performer with an avant
garde musical group before his first
stage performance as El Pachuco in
"Zoot Suit" propelled him to national
fame. "Zoot Suit," which opened at
the Mark Taper Forum, ran for a
year-and-a-half before traveling to
Broadway, where Olmos' performance
earned him a Tony award.
Olmos, a film writer, director and
producer, is a partner in YOY
Productions, which created
"American Me" and other films.
He won an Emmy for his television
role as police Lt. Martin Castillo in the
long-running series "Miami Vice."
Olmos also won an Oscar nomination

for his role as Jaime Escalante, the
Garfield High School calculus teacher
in the film "Stand and Deliver." Ohnos'
acting and directing credits include his
television work on "Kojak," "Hawaii
5-0" and "Medical Center."
Olmos' combined film, television
and stage credits are numerous. His
film works include, "Wolfen," "Blade
Runner," "The Ballad of Gregorio
Cortez," "Triiunph of the Spirit,"
"Stand and Deliver," "Talent for the
Game" and "American Me."
A humanitarian and social activist,
Olmos was one of the first public figures to venture into the ravaged areas
of Los Angeles to mobilize the community in the aftermath of the civil
unrest in April 1992.
His other contributions include
serving as a board member of Women
in Film, and participating as an advisory board member of the
Independent Feature ProjectiWest,
where he works with a multicultural
task force to create opportunities for
minorities. He is a frequent participant in educational programs at
Sundance Institute, UCLA, USC and
other film schools.
Olmos attended East Los Angeles
College and California State
University at Los Angeles, where he
studied criminology, psychology,
dancing and acting.
GORDON
GUND

Philanthropist
Gordon Gund is
chairman, president and chief
executive officer of Gund
Investment Corporation in Princeton,
N.J., which manages diversified investment activities. He is a general partner
of Gus Enterprises in San Francisco, a
real estate development company.
In 1989, Town and Country magazine honored Gund with their
Philanthropist of the Year "Generous
American Award," for rousing public
awareness and support for families
afflicted with retinitis pigmentosa, a
rare, inherited eye disease which mu-

ally causes blindness and for which
there is no known cause or cure.
Gund was diagnosed with retinitis
pigmnentosa at age 25. When he lost
his sight in 1971, he created the
Baltimore-based RP Foundation
Fighting Blindness, a national,
non-profit organization dedicated to
finding the cause, treatment and cure
for retinitis pigmnentosa.
He is the principal owner of the
National Basketball Association (NBA)
team the Cleveland Cavaliers as well as
the organization owning and operating
the Richfield Coliseum, home to the
Cavaliers. He is also a member of the
board of governors of the NBA. Gund
is co-owner of the San Jose Sharks, a
National Hockey League (NHL) team,
and he serves on the board of governors of the NHL.
In addition, Gund is the principal
owner and chairman of Nationwide
Advertising Service Inc. in Cleveland,
Ohio, a private agency specializing in
recruitment advertising with 35 offices
throughout North America. He is
director of Kellogg Company in Battle
Creek, Michigan; director of Corning
Inc.; and director of Kepner-Tregoe
Inc. in Princeton, N.J. He is president
and trustee of Gund Collection of
Western Art, a collection of 60 works
of art of the American West covering
the period from 1830-1930.
His numerous honors and awards
include an honorary doctorate in public service from University of
Maryland; the Seymour Preston Award
from the Council for Advancement
and Support of Education; the Golden
Plate Award from the American
Academy of Achievement and the
Distinguished Grotonian Award from
the Groton School.
Gund graduated from Groton
School in Groton, Mass., in 1957. In
1961, he received his A.B. from
Harvard University and is an honorary
member of Phi Beta Kappa, Harvard
chapter. From 1965-68, Gund worked
toward an M.B.A. in corporate finance
at New York University Graduate
School of Business.

LILIAN G.
KATZ

Born in London,
England, Dr.
Lilian G. Katz
immigrated to
the United States
in 1947. Katz is
professor of early childhood education,
director of ERIC Clearinghouse on
Elementary and Early Childhood
Education at the University of Illinois
and president of the National
Association for the Education of
Young Children.
Katz, who studied at Whittier
College from 1952-54, took several
years off to devote herself to full-time
child rearing before graduating with a
B.A. cum laude in social science from
San Francisco State College in 1964.
In 1968, she received a Ph.D. in
school education from Stanford
University.
Katz' career in education has
included teaching positions in
California, Illinois and numerous visiting professorships in England,
Australia, West Germany, India,
China, Canada and Israel.
Katz is the founding editor-in-chief
of Early Childhood Research Quarterly.
Her professional memberships include
the American Psychological
Association, the Society for Research in
Child Development, the American
Educational Research Association and
the American Association of University
Professors, to name a few.
She earned the Ferguson Award
for outstanding contributions to early
childhood education from the National
College of Education. She received the
Distinguished Contribution Award
from Region V of the Head Start
Program and the Distinguished
Achievement Award from the
Educational Press of America.
Katz is the author of several articles and books. Her most recent book,
titled "Engaging Children's Minds: The
Project Approach" (Alex Publishing
Corp., 1989) is used by teachers in
The Broadoaks School of Whittier
College, the nationally recognized college demonstration school.
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Sports Shorts
Whittier's women's cross country team has been
named to the 1993 NCAA Division III All-American
Teams list, with a team grade point average of
3.324. This is the third consecutive year the team
has acheived this distinction.

Neil Reeves '94, an English major from Princeton,
N.J., was named to the NCAA Division III

P 0 R T S F £ S T More than 500 students

All-American Lacrosse Team as an honorable
mention. Reeves is the second Whittier lacrosse

Center, won the overall event first place. The first-

participated in the second annual Sportsfest, which

place individual team winners were Women Are the

took place on campus in March. Organizer Ken Kelly

Ultimate Challenge, an off-campus women's team,

said, "Sportsfest was well attended, and the

and Second to None, the men's team for Wanberg

weather was nice. People had a chance to get into

House. Both teams were awarded sweatshirts for

the events and to sit back on the grass and take it

placing first in the competition. Wanberg House,

all in." The Wanberg House team, consisting of resi-

affectionately dubbed "The Top of the Hill," boasted

dents from Wanberg Hall and Harris Residence

the most people in attendance at Sportsfest.

player to receive this distinction—
Brian Pollock was named to the 1991 team.

Amy Adams '93 has been selected as an AllAmerican Women's lacrosse player by the
Brine/Intercollegiate Women's Lacrosse Coaches
Association. In the College Club division, Amy was
named All-American at the attack position.

_L CAN
RESTAL ANTE BAR
47
USHOW
MUCA VIVA

BoxScore
Teams competing in the Southern California Intercollegiate Athletic Conference (SCIAC)
include: Cahech, Cal Lutheran, Claremont-Mudd-Scripps, La Verne, Occidental, PomonaPitzer, Redlands and Whittier. Not all schools participate in every sport. How Whittier's
Learns fared:

Spring SDOIIS
WOMEN'S TRACK
MEN'S TRACK
MEN'S TENNIS
WOMEN'S TENNIS
BASEBALL
GOLF
SOFTBALL
MEN'S LACROSSE

CHOIR

TOUR

TO

Total Record

League Record

Ranking

1-6
1-6
4-15
6-12
12-23
6-9
11-23
13-4

1-6
1-6
1-6
2-5
8-13
6-8
9-15
11-1

5TH
6TH
5TH
6TH
6TH
5TH
5TH
1ST

MEXICO

The Whinier College choir performed its first international tour since 1973 in April. Traveling to Mexico, they performed to enthusiastic audiences in Mexico City,
Coyoacan, Cuernavaca, Jiquilpan and Colima. Guests

of the

municipal government and its agencies, the choir performed in concert halls. The Mexican government pro-

vided choir members with transportation and housing on the trip, including stays in the private homes of Mexican families. The choir performed a broad range

of music,

including Bach's "Motet VI,,, a spiritual piece written by Steve Gothold '63 entitled "I Hear a Voice A-Prayin ... , and "When the Saints Go Marching In." This trip uas
arranged by Alberto Huerera '93, a music major from Mexico.
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F

Steven J. Gold

Martin Ortiz

The WHITTIER DAILY NEWS continues

Martin Ortiz, director of the college's

to report on Associate Professor of

Center of Mexican-American Affairs,

Sociology Steven J. Gold's research

was named "Local Hero" of the

on Asian immigrants in America.

month in the "View" section of the

Recently. Gold elaborated on the

LOS ANGELES TIMES in February, and

social theory that once immigrants

named "Person of the Week" in a

become crime victims, they tend to

Bridget Goodman

lace additional difficulties, including
how to deal with law enforcement

used to address social concerns. She

recent study issued by the Latino

agencies and insurance companies.

has an extraordinary life experience

Futures Research Group that found

Regarding the immigrants, Gold said,

ahead of her."

that Latino men are more likely to be

"A lot of times they don't understand

Goodman is a member of the

employed than men in other ethnic

the criminal justice system [here],

Democratic Club of Whittier College;

because the systems in Southeast

Pi Sigma Alpha, the Whittier College

Asia were corrupt with shakedowns

political science honorary society;

male population is made up of young

and protection money. Some of the

and the National Association of Social

men in the prime labor years. They can

immigrants have gone through real

Workers. This marks the third consec-

do a lot of work because they are still

hell. They are rather tenacious."

utive year a Whittier College student

young," Howard commented. "This in

has been selected for the Office of

essence breaks some of the stereo-

Administration Public Service

types that people have about Latinos."

Bridget Goodman
Bridget Goodman '94 was one of 20
students nationwide selected to serve
as a public service intern at the
Executive Office of the President

groups.
"Part of it is that the Latino adult

Internship Program. Approximately
200 liberal arts colleges and universities were invited to nominate student
candidates.

KABC-TV Channel 7 segment moder-

Kathleen Naylor
The WHITTIER DAILY NEWS has recognized Assistant Professor of Education

Excerpted from the Whittier Dail News.

(EDP) in Washington, D.C. this spring.

Kathleen Naylor's contributions to ele-

Goodman, a native of Santa Clarita,

mentary education. Teachers from

has a strong interest in both social

Telechron Elementary School in the

work and politics.

South Whittier School District went

Upon completion of this intern-

back to school for a day to work with

ated by News Reporter Henry Alfaro.
He was honored as a "Hero In
Service" by the Los Angeles Dodgers
baseball team, who introduced him
as one of Los Angeles' outstanding
citizens during a pre-game ceremony in May.

Stephen Overturf

ship, I will have new insights into how

Naylor and Whittier College students

government functions to serve our fel-

in her children's literature class.

Ferguson Professor of International

low citizens, and will have further

Under Naylor's direction, Telechron

Economics Stephen Overturf con-

developed the experience, confidence

teachers led cooperative learning

tributed insights on numerous eco-

and skills required to effectively serve

groups to address concerns encoun-

nomic issues to the WHITTIER DAILY

tered in teaching core literature.

NEWS. Overturf suggested that

the public," Goodman said.

Leslie Howard

Her political science adviser Fred

Americans are living in a new world
Leslie Howard '62, professor of sociol-

Bergerson says, "I'm not surprised by

economy and that the United States
ogy, recently shared his insights on

Bridget's appointment. I'm extremely

can no longer expect a three percent
the employment outlook for Latino

proud of her. She is very talented and

annual growth in gross national
men with the WHITTIER DAILY NEWS.

compassionate about the social envi-

product.
Howard spoke in response to a

ronment. I believe the time she
spends in Washington will help her
discover how public policy-making is
19

WelcoflRe
Class of O
1 99!
n a balmy Friday
morning in May,

244 degree candi-

dates processed up
Founders Hill to

the Harris Amphitheater, as have
decades of Poets before them.

The May 28 ceremony marked

the college's 90th. Whittier's

1993 Commencement featured

actor and social activist Edward

James Olmos as the keynote
speaker. (See Honor By Degree
article in the On Campus section
profiling honorary degree recipients Ohnos, Gordon Gund and
Lilian Katz.)
On this occasion, Dr. James
L. Ash Jr. expressed a special
affection for the Class of '93,
noting that "Four years ago we
both came in as freshmen." He
sent Whittier's students-cum-

Edward James Oliuos punctuates a point during his speech
in Harris Amphitheatre.

the provocative learning opportunities and extraordinary devotion and support of the faculty
have all played a lasting part. As
much as you may value Whittier
today, I predict that the significance of your memories and the
substance of your education will
matter even more in the years
ahead. I am confident that the
things you take away with you
"The 90th Commencement
Ceremony marks a singular
moment of transition for its distinguished graduates—a moment
of nostalgia, a watershed
between the past and the future,
a point beyond which the world
will assume a different perspective. As the Class of 1993 leaves
its undergraduate days behind,
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for all of those that you will
am proud to be able to extend to

each of you. The strong community values Whittier has instilled,

Mace bearer Joseph Price
leads procession.

your accomplishments here and
achieve on the journey ahead. I

graduates off into the world with
some final thoughts:

institution. I congratulate you on

today—a sound education, warm
and lasting friendships, high
ideals—will make a profound and
positive impression on your
future. I hope that, years from
now, the memories of your educational experience here will
confirm the intelligence, the
rightness, of your choice to
become a part of this magnificent

you—new Whittier College
alumni—the college's best wishes
for your continued success."
Edward James Ohnos
offered some thoughts of his own
to the graduates. Here are a few
highlights from his keynote
speech.

'C

I don't think I have been

this emotionally involved in a situation that I have been asked to
participate in my life. The reason
is that I come from here. I passed
this school when I was being
raised and this has been my backyard. Whittier College to me has
always been a place that was so
incredibly beautiful and so difficult to get into. It was such a
tremendous aspiration for all the

time will make clearer how the

students who lived around the

Whittier experience has helped

area. The reason is because of its

shape the mental universe of

excellence.

I'm only going to
say this to you once.
Success is harder
than the struggle.
When you become
successful, at least
give it hack. Give
back to your community, to your country
and to your fellow
human beings.

say to you, success is yours.
Colleges prepare you for how to
become successful. I'm only
going to say this to you once.
Success is harder than the struggle. When you become successful, at least give it back. Give
back to your community, to your
country and to your fellow
human beings. I sit here with

Leis add to the festive day.

people who have committed
the mixture you see standing in

themselves to the advancing of

not be bought. The pharaohs

front of you. So I represent

the human species. All colors, all

tried to take their money with

European, Afro-American, Asian-

races, all creeds. The human

them, and they were very unsuc-

American, indigenous and Latino

species started in Africa, and

cessful We ended up getting it in

peoples. I say to all of you who

that is something that we must

the eight-eenth, nineteenth and

are graduating today—that multi-

embrace and understand. The

twentieth centuries. We went in

culturalism is our future.

success that you have in front of

there and took out what was left.

You've made choices. The

you now is going to be more dif-

Now we have them in the muse-

intent of those choices will come

ficult than the struggle. Your

ums. You cannot take anything

out in the content of you as

egos will explode, your self con-

with you except for your integrity

speak the last time I was here

human beings. If you are chasing

fidence will be overwhehning.

and your sense of values. So I say

about two months ago? For two-

fame and fortune, you will get it.

The dollars will be coming to

to you, don't chase the dollar, let

and-one-half hours I spoke, and

This is the school that provides

you. You will be successful. But

the dollar chase you. Say no to it.

they still didn't want me to leave.

it. Ninety-two percent of you

if you value success, then I ask

Remember, success is going to be

But I say this to you. You are

who are planning on going into

you for one thing, and that is to

a lot harder to deal with than the

looking at me today, and I think

medical school will make it. That

give it back. Give it back to your

that if you look very carefully,

is an astounding percentage. I

community, give it back to

struggle because you are going to
have to deal with yourself and

you are looking at what exactly

say to you, your choices for the

everyone. Because we are as dif-

what you are going to do with your

this school has progressed to. I

future will bring you success,

ferent as our thumbprints. We all

time. You deserve the success.

think that if! am not mistaken,

incredible success. You are com-

come from the same human

Mr. Martin Ortiz was one of the

ing from this alma mater—one of

species and we have evolved to

an honor and a privilege to be

first Americans of Latino ancestry

the most prestigious schools in

what we are today. All colors, all

here with all of you and to

to graduate from Whittier

our country, a college that is just

races, all creeds, all religions.

receive this degree today. To the

College. I am the second Latino

literally jumping by leaps and

Understand that success is giving

entire administration and all the

commencement speaker at this

bounds, just by its enrollment

back, not acquiring it. Never

teachers who have assembled

school. Mr. Ortiz really has

and diversity of its enrollment. I

allow your possessions to own

here, you are truly the most

helped me understand my roots.

you. Say no to the dollar. And I

gifted group of educators in the

When you look at me, you are

will tell you why. When you have

country. You have formulated a

looking at what this college is

one dollar, you need five. When

curriculum that is astounding

really all about now. You see, my

you have ten, you need fifty.

because it interweaves each

family roots go back to Africa, by

When you have a million, you

department and each class with

way of Asia. That was 11,700

need twelve million. Watch this.

each other. I say to you from the

years ago. Then during the six-

How many of you out there in

bottom of my heart, you deserve

teenth century, my ancestors

the audience today are making

this day. However you got here,

were impregnated by the white

enough money? Raise your hand.

you deserve it.

European blood and I became

Three people. That is a trick

How many of you heard me

I want to say to you that it is

question. Because integrity canProfessor Fred Bergerson
(ollgratnlales son, Philip.

not be bought. The human values with which we work with can21

recent Los Angeles Tunes editorial portrayed the door to higher education as

A

"slamming shut, and nowhere more
loudly than in California." The newspaper's position—the shortfall in college

financing from all sources is closing off the option
of higher education for many—is an opinion
shared by many Americans. Since the mid '80s,
the American public increasingly has come to
believe that college tuition is beyond the reach of
average citizens. Rising prices, left unchecked,
could deny both educational opportunity and
choice, especially for minorities and other underrepresented groups, leading to dire economic and
social consequences. Senator James Jeffords, RVt., author of legislation creating the 1991-92
National Commission on Responsibilities for
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Can We Address the Crisis in
HJ.er Education Finwwing?
By Sandra Sarr

Financing Postsecondary Education (NCRFP),
has asserted, "Without affordable postsecondary
education, without national support for meaning-

Gary H. Quehi, past president of the Council for

shrinking pool of qualified faculty; improve-

ful access for able students to take advantage of

the Advancement and Support of Education

ments in educational quality; the cost of scien-

higher education opportunities, we will not be

(CASE), has advised, "A continuing dialogue

tific equipment and facilities; and debt service

able to accomplish any of the objectives that we

between the American public and leaders of

expenditures have all contributed to rising costs

strive for as a nation and a leader of nations.

higher education is essential if we are to reach

in recent years. As one example, the cost of
library periodicals increased 150 percent from

l'liaiigi fig
Percentage of
Financing
Burden for
Postsecondary
Education,
1950 To 1990

1950

19110

19115

1970

1975

1980

1985

1990

1975-85. Furthermore, a distinction is rarely

Federal

46%

16%

15%

17%

24%

18%

12%

11%

made between price (what students are charged

State & Loral

14%

19%

'9%

23%

25%

25%

24%

23%

as tuition and fees) and cost (the actual educa-

PhiIan1hiup

5/(

7%

6%

6%

5%

5%

5%.

6%

tional expenses for research, public service, and

Otlwr

2%

2%

3%

4%

7%

9%

10e/

11%

instruction).

Famil,

31%

53%

56%

48%

39%

43%

49%

49%

Parent

20%

43%

45%

34%

23%

23%

29%

31%

Price vs. Cost

Student

11%

10%

11%

14%

16%

20%

20%

18%

The very definition of cost is both relative and
imprecise. Michael O'Keefe, former president of
the Consortium for the Advancement of Private

"Without the capacity to significantly expand the

agreement on the best methods to ensure that

Higher Education, summed up the problem of

intellectual and personal frontiers of the

high quality and affordable education for all

defining college costs in "College Costs: Where

American citizenry, we will be forever limited by

qualified citizens becomes a reality."

Does the Money Really Go?" in the

the economic inequalities that exist among people
in our country."

November/December 1987 issue of Change.

ence book entitled "What People Are Saying

O'Keefe explained that from a college adminis-

About College Prices and College Costs" that

trator's or board member's point of view, cost

establish ways of making college affordable

most Americans are unaware that colleges and

"is what the college must pay to hire a faculty

again, analyzed the roles and responsibilities of

universities have experienced dramatically

member, buy a computer, heat and light the

each of the major financing system partici-

increased institutional costs, partially due to new

campus, and keep the ivy trimmed." On the

pants—from families and students to the federal

expectations and demands from parents, stu-

other hand, O'Keefe noted, "Tuition and fees,

government, states, institutions, business and

dents, government and business. New counseling

from the college's point of view are not costs but

industry, and philanthropy. The commission con-

and job placement services; minority recruit-

rather a price set on educational and other ser-

cluded that there is a crisis in the nation's post-

ment and retention programs; campuswide com-

vices to students---a price that is painfully below

secondary education finance system—one that

puterization of educational and administrative

actual costs of providing such services.

threatens the very fabric of higher education.

operations; higher salaries to compete for a

The NCRFP, whose central purpose was to
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Quehl pointed out in a 1989 CASE refer-

Student lid 1991-92

Federal loans 24%
nstitutional Loans 4%
Federal Work Study 2%

"For a college, costs are also not the same as
expenditures," O'Keefe continued. "What a col-

ing, and the list goes on and on.

College Work 1%

"By deferring maintenance, we are control-

State Grants 8%

lege spends obviously depends on the costs of

ling expenditures in one sense, and at the same

the goods and services it purchases, but only in

time, we are adding to them because when a

part. As with the rest of us, the balance in a col-

problem occurs, it occurs massively. It has to be

lege's checkbook is also affected by whether it

addressed immediately because it is a crisis. This

buys more or less, or decides to purchase some-

is very poor management in one sense, but it is by

thing it never had before. Increases in a col-

necessity because we do not have sufficient rev-

lege's expenditures can be caused by inflation,

enue to cover true expenses, including adequate

by expanded consumption of some good or ser-

staffing and compensation," Hewitt explained.

vice, or by purchase of new goods or services."

Federal Grants 6%

Income Sources 1991-92
Government Grants 4%
Auxiliary Enterprises:
Housing. Food. etc. 14%

Whittier's operating budget allows for about
Endowment Income 517c

five percent in discretionary funds, which is

Other Sources 13%

Real Costs

spent on replacing computers, buying new print-

At Whittier College, 58 percent of the operating

ers, replacing carpets and painting, for exattipli.

budget goes to pay for salaries and benefits.

This year, about $45,000 went to replace a

However, according to Vice President for

faulty boiler in the Campus Inn, "simply to make

Business and Finance Harold Hewitt, the college

sure that there is hot water to wash the dishes,"

is seriously understaffed compared with similar

according to Hewitt, who added, "Now, most

institutions, and the existing staff is paid well

people hardly call that discretionary spending."

Unrestricted Annual Giving 5%

F;I)(Ild Ii uis 1991-92

Student Aid 25%
Auxiliary Enterprises:
Housing, Food, etc. 11%
Debt 5cr, ice 3%

below market value about 13-14 percent for
Instruction &
Academic Su1,1ioii
27%

faculty and 20-25 percent for non-faculty. This

The Price You Pay

is but one of the ways Whittier College has cho-

Tuition at Whittier College, set at $15,624, with

sen to manage a very difficult balancing act,

room and board at $5,480 for 1993-94, has

Physical Plant Ope rat ions-Alain tenance 7%
General Institutional Support 15%

attempting to maintain a high quality academic

risen 49 percent over the past five years. About

program while trying to keep the total price to

76 percent of Whittier's students take advantage

parents and students down. "We are eliminating

of the numerous financial aid options available

some of our expenses simply by deferring

to them. Typically, at Whittier, as tuition has

billion of their own resources on financial aid to

them—in some cases to the detriment of the

increased, so has the financial aid awarded to

students, according to the National Association

institution," Hewitt stated. "The more stunning

students who demonstrate financial need.

of Independent Colleges and Universities.

examples include the Mendenhall Administration

Whittier and other private colleges are paying

Furthermore, private institutions' investment in

Building. Anyone who works in this building

significantly more in financial aid to students as

student aid rose 300 percent from 1980 to

knows about the leakage problems we have here.

the federal and state share of aid decreases, and

1990. At least half of the increase went to make

Probably a $75,000 minimum repair expendi-

the federal government's focus shifts from grants

up for cuts in federal grants.

ture is required to fix the problem. We have

to loans.

Student Services 12%

heating and power subsystems that need replac-

At Whittier, funds from the college and the

Independent colleges now spend about $3

federal and state government contribute to
3,500 available scholarship, grant, loan, and

College Costs
Compared With
Student lid
Awarded,
1950 To 1990

(Sliidrnl till illMillions)

1.950-8I

1990-91

(urn. thane

tier. tiiniial Change

Federal Student Aid

$14,365

$21,065

47%

4%

$12,796,000 in 1992-93. Whittier remains

Grants

6,747

6,585

-2%

0%

committed to providing a quality education to

Loans

6,958

13.889

100%

8%

students from all economic backgrounds,

Work Study

660

728

10%

1%

according to Kathy Street, director of student

State Student Aid

801

1,860

132%

10%

financing. Even when students do not qualify for

1,625

5,446

235%

14%

need-based assistance or when the amount they

Total Federal. State & Institutional $16,791

$28,508

70%

6%

Institutionally Awarded Aid

work study awards valued at a total of

are awarded does not fully cover their needs,
other resources may be available to them. These
might include Whittier academic and talent

lust of tllrNdaniP hi titual Dollars

I

Public Institutions

$2,165

$4,520

IW

8%

Private Institutions

$4,912

$12,057

I Wt

10%

scholarships, community- and corporate-sponsored scholarships, and short-term and longterm financing plans. As previously alluded to,
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Costs of Attending Four or
More Years of College
Lost Irico
— Living Costs
— Tuition and Fees

$140,000
private institutions such as Whittier make major

meet national education goals. In that law,

120,000

contributions to prospective students' access to

Congress authorized a maximum Pell Grant of

100.000

higher education, primarily through investment

$3,700 for the 1993-94 academic year. But

80.000

in institutional aid. This has become necessary

later, under budget pressures, Congress actually

60.000

because while federal and state funds have

appropriated only enough for a $2,300 maxi-

40,000

increased in dollar volume, their buying power

mum grant—a cut of $100 from the previous

20,01)0

has decreased. At Whittier, federal grant funds

year. In its 1993 report, the National

to individual students have declined from 6.47

Commission on Responsibilities For Financing

percent of college tuition in 1985-86 to only

Postsecondary Education recommended that

4.33 percent in 1992-93. Cal Grants have

Congress and the President ensure that students

declined from 10.61 percent to 4.31 percent

receive grants at amounts fully authorized by the

over the same period.

law, stating that "The federal government should

that promotes greater opportunities for postsec-

At the national level, government has aimed for
educational equity through a variety of initiatives, particularly federal student aid programs.
Since its first year of operation in 1973, the Pell
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ondary education in our nation." The conunission concluded that two overarching problems
have created the affordability gap: The postsecondary education finance system has failed to
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Tunes article. The plan also would allow former
students to pay back loans as a percentage of
their income rather than by fixed payments over
a 10-year period, as now required. This provision
would help those who choose to work in lowerpaying public service jobs. Street anticipates that
some version of Clinton's plan will go into effect
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stand firm behind its goal of offering educational
opportunity to all interested and able Americans.
Only by making college affordable can our stu-

Grant program has provided more than 45 million grants totalling $50 billion. The even larger
Federal Family Education Loan (formerly
Guaranteed Student Loan) program has made
more than 60 million loans totalling in excess of
$125 billion since its inception in 1965. This
program has loaned more than $100 billion of
this total since 1980. Federal student aid policy
has shifted dramatically in recent years, with
grant assistance declining sharply, while self-help
aid, generally in the form of guaranteed student
loans, has risen.
In the 1992 Higher Education Act reauthorization, both Congress and the President
acknowledged the critical need for an increase
in grants for low- and middle-income students to
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assure adequate accessibility to a postsecondary
education for all interested and able students;
and it has failed to foster a sense of shared
responsibility among the parties who participate
in, and benefit from, postsecondary education.
Street, who has 19 years of experience in student financing, noted that the biggest debate in
her business relates to President Clinton's proposal to offer direct government financing of all
student aid by 1997. The Clinton administration
said its plan would save billions of dollars by
reducing the fees and interest that students now
pay for government-guaranteed loans from private lenders and cutting out middlemen who have
been reaping profits at the expense of ordinary
citizens, as reported in a recent Los Angeles

dents succeed and our nation prosper.
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Believe In
1whiffier College...lInt that's not the only reason I recommend a planned gill to
he college. I've worked at Quaker City for 56 years, and for
many of those years, I've given advice as to how people should
invest their money. Although each case is different, many
people do not realize that donating money can actually result
Iin more earnings due to major tax advantages. There are many

pays to make a planned gift—a life estate or charitable
trust, for example. I can't think of another charitable gilt
opportunity that offers the flexibility and financial advantages
of a planned gift. As an honorary alumnus of Whittier Colle I
I hope all alumni would consider making a planned gift i
support of their alma mater.
K.
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